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Temporal and Spatial Patterns of P. angustifolia along the Upper Yellowstone River and Clonal
Recruitment: Extent and Requirements

Chairperson: Don Potts
Riparian cottonwoods (Populus spp.) have been declining in the Pacific Northwest due to
changes in land use and river regulation. Because the majority of research on Populus species
reproduction has focused on seedling recruitment, management programs have been limited to
the hydrological requirements for seedling establishment and survival. Although many
cottonwoods reproduce clonally, their extent, requirements and recruitment to maturity is not
known. In this thesis, I used hydrology, and temporal, and spatial distribution patterns to study
Populus angustifolia stand dynamics in Montana along the upper Yellowstone River. Additionally,
I used DNA microsatellite loci to investigate population genetics and clonality. Combining these
two analyses allowed me to investigate clonal reproduction ecology. I divided the study reach
into four strata based on channel morphology with three sites per stratum. Cottonwood ages
were used to delineate the age of stands and flood plain surface ages. Stand structure was
analyzed using 100 m2 fixed plots within all age-patches and sites. There was no significant
association of flood events with P. angustifolia seedling recruitment, and this may indicate clonal
recruitment. Stand structure analysis revealed a large range in tree ages within age-patches,
also an indicator of clonal recruitment. Because analysis suggested that clonal recruitment might
be present, I used two DNA microsatellite loci to investigate the extent of clonality. This allowed
me to characterized the population genetics as well as identify clones. The cottonwood
population was not significantly subdivided into smaller subpopulations (P = 0.809 for 5
subpopulations). Interestingly, the population was not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, probably
due to local mating between close relatives. Because two microsatellite primers chosen were
highly polymorphic, clone identification was possible. Clonality was similar across all strata with
more than 71 % of ail trees sampled originating from clonal recruitment. Clonal recruitment
occurred repeatedly resulting in a wide range in age for ramets from new recruits to over 200
years within fixed plots. Clonal establishment increased significantly following large flood events
(P = 0.001). These results suggest that clonal recruitment plays a major role in the P. angustifolia
population along the upper Yellowstone River.
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Introduction
Background
The central theme of my research dissertation is clonal (asexual) reproduction of Populus
angustifolia (James) along 134 km of the upper Yellowstone River from Gardiner to Springdale,
Montana. There is limited knowledge about how much clonal reproduction is used by different
species of Populus other than aspen in North America. More specifically, it is not known how
much riparian cottonwood trees depend on this alternative form of reproduction, or what factors
may contribute to higher or lower densities of clonal reproduction.
Riparian areas occupy only a small percentage of the total land area, but their importance
outweighs their limited extent. Riparian habitats support the highest densities and diversities of animal
life including abundant bird populations compared to other habitats (Finch and Ruggerio 1993).
Riparian area also attenuate floods, protect water quality, provide groundwater recharge, are nutrient
sinks for surrounding watersheds (Brinson 1990, Debano and Schmidt 1990, Gregory et al. 1991,
Stanley et al. 1991), and provide aesthetic value and recreational use. Riparian zones provide corridors
for animal movement and dispersal of plants (Stanley et al. 1991). Within western Montana, riparian
ecosystems harbor the most species-rich avifauna among all habitats, with 59% of birds using riparian
habitats for breeding and 21% breed only in riparian habitats (Mosconi and Hutto 1982). Riparian
zones also modify the amount, form, and timing of nutrients exported from watersheds (Gregory et al.
1991). Despite their importance, more than 50% of riparian areas have been lost to agricultural
clearing, urban land use, damming, river diversion, and stream channelization. The Rocky Mountain
region (excluding Arizona and New Mexico) had 730,000 hectares of riparian area in 1940. By 1980 it
had been reduced to 375,000 hectares -- a 51% reduction in just 40 years (Abernethy and Turner
1987).
Managing ever-decreasing riparian habitat requires an in-depth knowledge of hydrology,
geomorphology, and riparian plant ecology. Western riparian forests dominated by cottonwoods
(Populus spp.) are typically adapted to the dynamic zones adjacent to rivers (Braatne et al. 1996).
Plants associated with cottonwood trees, such as red-osier dogwood, can be lost if the over-story
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of cottonwood trees dies due to drought stress associated with stream flow regulation (Rood and
Heinze-Milne 1988, Polzin and Rood 2000).
Cottonwood conservation has focused on seedling recruitment (Rood et al. 1994,
Barinaga 1996, Rood et al. 1998) with much less attention focused on the ecology of vegetative
recruitment. New studies have sought to document the relative role of sexual versus asexual
recruitment (clonal) (Rood et al. 1994, McKay 1996, Gom and Rood 1999 a,b, Roberts 1999,
Barsoum 2002). More studies are needed to identify hydrogeomorphic influences on clonal
recruitment of cottonwoods and possible development of an ecological model for clonal
recruitment similar to Mahoney and Rood’s (1998) model for seedling recruitment. Flow
regulation has limited seedling recruitment on many rivers (Bradley and Smith 1984, Rood and
Heinze-Milne 1989, Debano and Schmidt 1990), so it may be appropriate to form ulate restoration
efforts based on clonal requirements along with seedling requirements because restoring natural
flow regimes can be very difficult in some settings.
Therefore, evaluation of clonal recruitment ecology of cottonwoods of many different
settings and species deserves further investigation to provide a solid understanding of how much
cottonwood trees rely on clonal recruitment and their requirements.
Cottonwood Trees and Clonal Reproduction
A clone is defined as one or more individual organisms (ramets) descended by asexual
reproduction from a single individual produced sexually (ortet) (Stout 1929). All individuals within
a clone are genetically identical unless mutation occurs. The whole plant comprises the genet,
which is defined as an individual arising from seed, however large and fragmented it may later
become through clonal growth (Lovett Doust 1981).
There are four forms of clonal reproduction: branch propagation, stem shoots (coppice
growth from decapitated saplings), burial of flood trained trees that resprout, and root-suckering
(Everitt 1968, Peterson et al. 1995; Braatne et al. 1996, Gom and Rood 1999a). Observational
studies have noted that cottonwoods have the capacity for clonal recruitment through a number of
mechanisms (Everitt 1968, Schier and Campbell 1976, Shaw 1976, Rood et al. 1994, Gom and
Rood 1999 a,b). All northwestern species of Populus in North America will sprout from root
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cuttings in greenhouse conditions (Rood et ai. 1994). North American cottonwood trees from the
Tacamahaca Spach. section display a higher propensity to propagate clonally in the wild than
North American cottonwoods of the Aigeiros Duby section (Schier and Campbell 1976, Dickmann
and Stuart 1983, Rood et al. 1994, Krasny et al. 1988, Gom and Rood 1999a). The Tacamahaca
section is the largest of the five sections in the genus and in North America it includes P.
angustifolia James, P. balsamifera L., and P. trichocarpa Torr. & Gray. There are nine other
species occurring globally (Dickmann and Stuart 1983). The Aigeiros section includes P.
deltoides Bartr. Ex. Marsh, P. fremontii Wats., from North America, and P. nigra L. from Europe
(Table 1.1).
Table 1.1. Sections, subsections (indented) and species in the genus Populus. Subspecies and
varieties are not included in this list. Section/subsect. = section/subsection.
S e ctio n/su b sect.
TURANGA

Species
P. euphratica Oliv.

C om m on Names
Euphrates poplar

H abitat
riparian

Clonal
yes

LEUCOIDES

P. ciliata Wall
P. heterophylla L.
P. wilsonii Schneid

Himalayan poplar
Swamp cottonwood
Wilson poplar

riparian
riparian
riparian

yes
yes
unknown

P.
P.
P.
P.

White poplar
Chinese aspen
Korean aspen
Bigtooth aspen

yes
unknown
unknown
yes
unknown
yes
yes

LEUCE
ALBIDAE
TREPIDAE

TACAMAHACA

alba L.
adenopoda Maxim.
davidiana Schneid
grandidentata Michx

P. sieboldii Miq.
P. tremula L.
P. tremuloides Michx.

Japanese aspen
European aspen
Quaking aspen

riparian
upland
upland
riparian
/upland
unknown
upland
upland

P. angustifolia James
P. balsamifera L.
P. koreana Rehd.
P. laurifolia Ledeb.
P. maximowiczii Henry
P. simonii Carr.
P. trichocarpa Torr. &
Gray
P. tristis Fisch.

Narrow-leaf cottonwood
Balsam poplar
Korean poplar
Laurel poplar
Japanese poplar
Simon poplar
Black cottonwood

riparian
riparian
unknown
unknown
riparian
unknown
riparian

yes
yes
unknown
unknown
yes
unknown
yes

Himalayan balsam poplar

unknown

unknown

riparian

yes

riparian
riparian

yes
yes

P. deltoides Bartr.
Plains cottonwood
ex.Marsh.
P. fremontii Wats.
Fremont cottonwood
Black poplar
P. nigra L.
Table adapted from Dickmann and Stuart 1983.

AIGEIROS
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The three species from the Aigeiros section show a range of variability in clonal
reproduction in the wild. P. deltoides has been reported to exhibit asexual regeneration along
some study reaches along the Oldman River, Alberta (Gom and Rood 1999 b), along the Little
Missouri River, North Dakota (Everitt 1968) and the Missouri River, South Dakota (Wilson 1970),
but rarely or none along other study reaches along the Oldman River (Rood et al. 1994), the
Missouri River, Montana (Scott et al. 1996) and Milk River, Alberta (Bradley and Smith 1986).
However, the Bradley and Smith (1986) study did not report observing clonal recruitment but the
strong correlation between spring peak discharge and cottonwood establishment suggested that
very little if any clonal recruitment occurred (Samuelson and Rood 2004). Also, clonal
reproduction has been observed for P. fremontii along the Escalante River in Utah (Irvine and
W est 1979) and the Rio Grande River in New Mexico (Howe and Knopf 1991), but none was
reported along the Hassayampa River, Arizona (Stromberg et al. 1991) and the Truckee River,
Nevada (Rood et al. 2003). All of these studies except for Gom and Rood (1999 b) were not
looking at clonal recruitment, rather just noted observation of clonal recruitment occurring. Many
times the mechanisms observed are burial of flood-trained saplings, shoot sprouts from
decapitated saplings, and root suckering.
Percent clonality can be defined as the percentage of recruitment related to clonal versus
seedling reproduction (clonality = 1 - (number of genets/total number of individuals) x 100). The
cottonwood P. nigra has maintained populations in some areas of England and Ireland for close
to 300 years exclusively through clonal reproduction (Cottrell 2004). Clonal reproduction made
up 82% of the reproduction mechanism used by P. nigra along the Dutch Rhine River (Arens et
al. 1998), and clonal reproduction contributed 40% of new recruitment following a flood compared
to seedling contribution along the Drome River in south-eastern France (Barsoum 2002). But,
further south-east than Barsoums’ 2002 study, clonal reproduction was limited (7%) along the
Drome River France (Imbert and Lefevre 2003), and Legionnet et al. (1997), found clonal
regeneration was limited to mainly juvenile stands at six natural stands located in different regions
of France.

4
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The Tacamahaca section shows variability in the amount of clonal reproduction as well.
Roberts (1999) found clonal recruitment averaged 72% (60 to 86% range for 4 sampling sites) for
P. angustifolia along the Little Bear River, Utah while Merigliano (1996) found areas along the
South Fork of the Snake River, Idaho, with high densities of sprouts, but reported that long-term
survival appeared limited and the area covered by mature sprouts was small. P. balsamifera is
consistently reported to exhibit clonal regeneration, however, studies do not always report the
amount of clonality occurring (Maini 1967, Brodie et al 1995). Comtois et al. (1986) found 100%
clonality in sub-arctic northern Quebec populations of P. balsamifera but found that 76% were
polyclonal stands (made up of many smaller groups of clones) compared to monoclonal (made up
of one large genet). Samuelson and Rood (2004) concluded that clonal processes were more
important for cottonwood recruitment than flood-associated seedling recruitment for P.
trichocarpa in the montane ecoregion in Alberta but did not report the percentage of clonal
recruitment. McKay (1996) found over 90% clonality for P. trichocarpa along the upper Nisqually
and Cowlitz Rivers in western W ashington above dam impoundments and an average of 77%
clonality below the impoundments.
All Populus sections include species that use clonal reproduction in a natural setting
(Table 1.1). Clonal reproduction designation indicates known natural clonal reproduction from
published papers. Some of the “unknown” species have been cloned in greenhouse studies and
commercially but information of natural clonal reproduction occurring in the wild is unknown.
The variability between species suggests that the ability of cottonwood species to
reproduce clonally is not determined by section or species alone. Therefore other geomorphic,
hydrological, genetic, climatic conditions or combinations of these factors must play a role in
clonal recruitment occurrence and abundance within a species.
Clone Identification
Clone detection methods include excavation, phenology, plant morphology, protein
electrophoresis, and many forms of molecular analysis (DNA). Excavation is a destructive, time
consuming sampling technique which is many times restricted to juvenile stands (Barnes 1966,
Rood et al. 1994, Polzin 1998, Barsoum 2002). Identification through phenology and morphology
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characteristics is subjective (Barnes 1969). McKay (1996) compared molecular identified clones
with field detected clones using phenology, morphology, and physical proximity and found that
field identification methods underestimated actual clone density with only 20% of clones in the
area accurately being identified in the field. Conventional clone identification systems used for
clone identification of cultivars for breeding and genetic resource management programs are
based on 64 morphological, phenological, and floral characteristics, which are: “difficult,
ambiguous, time consuming and subjective” (Rahman and Rajora 2002). This form of clone
identification has been used for advanced breeding programs which rely on controlled crosses or
on the correct identification of clones for mass propagation programs in restoration and
conservation efforts. Cottrell et al. (1997) showed that 36 randomly selected samples of P. nigra
subspecies betulifolia taken from a Forestry Commission bank in Britain contained many
duplicated genotypes with only 17 separate genotypes of which only two were females when
samples were tested using molecular DNA. The British clone banks for P. nigra showed the
lowest diversity, followed by those in Belgium and the Netherlands because of the amount of
clones accidentally being mistaken for unique genotypes using morphological, phenological, and
floral characteristics (Cottrell 2004).
Allozyme and random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers have been
successfully used since the late 1980’s for identification of clones and determination of their
interrelationships in a number of poplar species (Rajora 1989, Lin et al. 1994). However,
allozyme markers are limited by their numbers and low polymorphism levels, and RAPD markers
are limited by their dominant nature and problems in reproducibility (Ellsworth et al. 1993,
Sigurdsson et al. 1995).
Microsatellites are a type of DNA marker that is coming into prominence for individual
genotyping and studies of gene flow in forest trees (Butcher et al. 1999). This is because
microsatellites are co-dominant markers (heterozygotes can be distinguished from homozygotes)
and are therefore far more informative for genotyping individuals and linkage mapping than
dominant markers such as RAPDs, AFLPs (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism), RFLPs
(Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism) (Gerber et al. 2000). The higher variability of
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microsatellites compared with isozymes increases the probability that every individual in a
population will have a unique genotype, making microsatellites particularly useful for fingerprinting
and monitoring pollen flow or seed dispersal (Ellsworth et al. 1993, Butcher et al. 1999). Chase
et al. (1996) were able to distinguish 80% of individuals (Pithecellobium elegans) in a population
using only three microsatellite loci compared with 37% using six isozyme loci.
Chase et al. (1996) found expected heterozygosity (gene diversity) using microsatellites
loci were generally more than double that of the isozyme loci. Similarly, in a survey of 20
unrelated individuals from five natural populations of Acacia mangium, the expected
heterozygosity calculated from five microsatellite loci was three times that of RFLPs tested on the
same individuals and 30 times that of isozymes in a previous population survey (Butcher et al.
1999). In two controlled-cross pedigrees in Australia, three microsatellites were used to correctly
identify Pinus radiata individuals that were misidentified using isozymes. One progeny had 2%
incorrectly identified while 20% of progeny in the second pedigree were incorrectly identified
(Butcher et al. 1999). The data from genetic linkage mapping indicates that, in addition to
generally being more informative than other marker types, microsatellite loci are evenly dispersed
throughout the genome (Butcher et al. 1999). Specifically, genomic sequencing showed markers
developed from P. trichocarpa could be used throughout the genus (Tuskan et al. 2004)
Many species have had microsatellites identified and the primers used to isolate them are
available. Populus has an extensive list of primers useful for most of the Populus species found
in North America (Schoot et al. 2000). This information can be found at sites set up for
researchers thereby eliminating the first step of developing primers. One of the sources for
Populus primer sequences is the download site:
http://www.ornl.gov/ipg/poplar_ssr_primers.xls .
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ornl) provides this download site. No specific primers are
developed for P. angustifolia. However, Rahman and Rajora (2002) have demonstrated that ten
microsatellite DNA loci developed from P. tremuloides were able to determine the identity and
genetic relationships of 96 clones o f 6 Populus species other than P. tremuloides. Primers
developed for P. trichocarpa should also work for P. angustifolia (Conversation with S. DiFazio
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2003, Tuskan et al. 2004). Consequently no development of specific primers was done for P.
angustifolia. Rahman and Rajora (2002) demonstrated that clones could be accurately identified
using one to five highly polymorphic loci for six poplar species from three sections. They used
eight to ten microsatellite primers to determine how many primers would result in correct
identification making the remainder redundant. Rahman and Rajora (2002) found that for the 6
Populus species tested (P. deltoides, P. nigra, P. balsamifera, P. maximowiczii, P. trichocarpa,
and P. grandidentata) all could be differentiated based on microsatellite DNA markers, even
those clones that could not be distinguished on the basis of their morphological and phenological
traits and allozyme markers. For example Rajora (1988) was not able to uniquely identify all nine
clones of P. maximowiczii based on their genotypes at 35 allozyme loci coding for 12 enzymes,
while in the Rahman and Rajora (2002) study, all of the 11 P. maximwiczii clones (five clones
were the same as sampled for ailozymes) could be uniquely fingerprinted by only 2 single
sequence repeats (SSR) loci (microsatellite DNA). With the emergence of many new DNA
processes like microsateilites it is now much easier to identify clones, and microsatellite DNA
markers could be useful for genetic resource management in Populus as well as for genetic
fingerprinting, identification, classification, certification, and registration of clones, and cultivars
(Rahman and Rajora 2002).
Population Genetics
Population genetics is the study of alleles of genes in populations and the forces which
maintain or change the frequencies of particular alleles and genotypes in populations (Winter et
al. 1998). In order to compare genetic samples within a geographical population it must first be
determined if it is one genetic population or a number of sub-populations. If it is a number of sub
populations the comparisons within each sub-population are appropriate. Because genotype
frequencies describe the distribution of genotypes in a population it was important for my study to
establish if it was one population or a number of sub-population. Two or more sub-populations of
the same species do not have to have the same allelic frequencies. Therefore, once the size of
the genetic population is known then the frequencies of genotypes can be calculated to establish
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the likelihood of a second identical genotype occurring within the population or within each sub
population.
Population genetics also measures the amount of genetic variability which is necessary
for evolutionary success. Heterozygosity, also known as genetic variation within individuals or
populations, is positively related to fitness (Allendorf and Luikart 2004). That is, heterozygosity at
single or multiple loci may confer a fitness advantage within individuals. If there is a decrease in
the heterozygosity within the population it may be a sign of a decrease in ability of a population to
survive (Hedrick 2000). However, the Wollemi pine ( Wollemia nobilis) is interesting as it was
thought to be extinct for over 100 million years, but two small populations (total of 100 trees) were
discovered by David Noble in 1994, in Australia, and have virtually no genetic variation (Hogbin et
al. 2000). The lack of genetic variation is thought to be due to a combination of clonal behavior
through root suckering and many generations of inbreeding (Woodford 2000, Hogbin et al. 2000).
Monitoring a population is important when assessing the amount of heterozygosity within
the population. In order for a decrease in heterozygosity to be observed there has to be previous
monitoring of the population or other populations of the species to compare it to. Substantial
differences in the amount o f genetic variation can occur between different populations within the
same species. From a conservation perspective, such intraspecific differences are more
meaningful than differences between species because they may indicate recent reductions in
genetic variation caused by human actions (Allendorf and Luikart 2004).
Chapter 3 will explore the population genetics of P. angustifolia trees along the upper
Yellowstone River from Gardiner to Springdale. One of the basic tools for analyzing populations
at the genetic level is the use of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test. G.H. Hardy (English
mathematician) and W. W einberg (German physician) independently worked out the
mathematical basis of population genetics in 1908. Their formula predicts the expected genotype
frequencies using the allele frequencies in a diploid Mendelian population. Hardy and Weinberg
showed that if the population is very large, random mating, has no mutations or migrations
occurring, no selection, and males and females have similar allele frequencies, allele frequencies
will remain in equilibrium unless some other factors intervene (Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium -
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HWE). Therefore, any deviation from HWE may indicate a deviation from one of the five
assumptions.
I will use F-statistics to evaluate the sample population genetics to determine if it is one
population or multiple subpopulations, also to determine if the population is in Hardy-Weinberg
Equilibrium. The F stands for fixation index with fixation being increased homozygosity resulting
from inbreeding. Population subdivisions result in the loss of genetic variation (measured by
heterozygosity) within subpopulations due to small populations and genetic drift acting within
each one of them. This means that population subdivision would result in decreased
heterozygosity relative to the expected heterozygosity under random mating as if the whole
population was a single breeding unit. Sewall Wright (1931; 1951) developed three fixation
indices to evaluate population subdivision: F!S (within subpopulations), FST (between
subpopulations) F|T (individual within the total population).
These three F-statistics are related by the expression;
F it

= F|S +

F St

- (F|S) (FST)

(Allendorf and Luikart 2004).

Study Reach
The study reach along the upper Yellowstone River is approximately 134 kilometers from
Gardiner to Springdale, Montana. Bordering the study area is the Gallatin Range on the west
side and the Absaroka Range on the east side of the river valley bottom. Because channel and
flood plain morphology differed along the length of the study area, I stratified the flood plain
according to morphology that was likely related to channel migration rates.
Objectives and Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 describes channel morphology along the study stretch, floodplain turnover
period, and the temporal and spatial patterns of P. angustifolia to gather base line information.
The main objectives were to find the turnover period and record the temporal and spatial patterns
of P. angustifolia. Because there is diversity in spatial and temporal patterns of cottonwood trees,
this information for P. angustifolia along the upper Yellowstone River is of importance to make
informed decisions on management of one of the largest unregulated river systems remaining in
the United States.
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In chapter 3, I investigated and the text discusses whether one population or multiple
subpopulations occur along the upper Yellowstone River and how close it is to Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium. The main objectives for chapter three were to determine the population structure of
P. angustifolia, estimate the amount of gene flow occurring, and determine if clone identification is
possible with the two selected microsatellite markers.
In chapter 4, I discuss how much clonal reproduction and expansion occurs along the
upper Yellowstone River and more specifically I examine some environmental factors that may
have importance regarding the density of clonal reproduction. Chapter four’s main objectives are
to determine how much clonal regeneration is used for successful recruitment and determine if
elevation, soil texture, flood flow magnitudes, and channel morphology are correlated with the
amount of clonal recruitment.
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Chapter 2 Flood Plain Turnover Period and the Temporal and Spatial
Patterns of Populus anaustifolia
Abstract
This study examined flood plain turnover periods and stand dynamics of Populus
angustifolia (James) along the upper Yellowstone River from Gardiner to Springdale, Montana.
The 134 km study reach was subdivided into four distinct strata by channel morphology: two
braided channel systems, and two single-thread channels. An estimated flood plain turnover
period for the two braided channels was 400 years when flood plain area older than 75 years was
modeled. Modeling the complete time range was not possible because erosion and deposition
rates were much lower during the last 75 years.
Dated flood plain area increased with flood size for both braided channel systems. For
this relation, the linear regression R2 for the wandering gravel bed stratum was 0.55, while it was
0.69 for the confined wandering gravel bed stratum. Flood plain surface elevation increased with
patch age, and for all strata, the linear regression R2 was 0.73. However, there was no significant
correlation (r = -0.011, P = 0.919) between flood events and cottonwood establishment, but the
spatial pattern of age ranges suggests that clonal reproduction may be occurring and ‘blurring’
the connection between floods and seedling establishment. Within 100 m2 plots, tree age ranged
from 10 to 50 years on 58% of the plots. The widest range found in one plot was 208 years.
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Introduction
Riparian forests are a complex mosaic of different forest communities whose life cycles
are intricately linked to the flooding regime of the river (Everitt 1968, Bradley and Smith 1986,
Scott et al. 1996, Hughes 2003). Flooding rivers cause erosion in some places and deposit
sediment in others as the river channel changes location (Leopold and Wolman 1957, Baker
1977, Gregory et al. 1991). O vertim e a complex pattern of forest mosaics are formed reflecting
the heterogeneity of topographic features over the flood plain (Everitt 1968, Osterkamp and Hupp
1984).
Riparian cottonwood trees are pioneer species that colonize new deposition sites that are
bare, moist, and mostly protected from disturbances found along rivers (Hickin and Nanson 1975,
Shaw 1976, Baker 1990, Rood and Mahoney 1990, Scott et al. 1996, Hughes 2003).
Consequently, cottonwood tree ages can be used to assign flood plain, terrace and stand
establishment times which can be used for flood plain dynamics studies including flood plain
turnover periods (Everitt 1968, Hickin and Nanson 1975, Osterkamp and Hupp 1984, Rood et al.
1994, Hughes 2003). Flood plain turnover period is the time needed for the channel to
completely erode and re-deposit its flood plain.
Riparian ecosystems tend to be very diverse but they exhibit similar processes. For
example, Bradley and Sm ith’s (1986) study along the Milk River in southern Alberta and northern
Montana, found Populus. deltoides var. occidentalis in even-aged arcuate bands that were
correlated to 2-year flood that when properly timed, recurred on average every 5 years. Baker
(1990) found that successful seedling establishment occurred about every 10 to 15 years for P.
angustifolia along the Animas River, Colorado. Scott et al. (1996) found that establishment may
occur only once in several decades for P. deltoides along the Missouri River, Montana. Even
though different peak discharges result in successful seedling establishment in different river
systems, all riparian cottonwoods require bare, moist surfaces that are protected from major
disturbance (Bradley and Smith 1986, Scott et al. 1996). Basic seedling requirements for
cottonwood trees are similar, but, differences in climate and drainage basin geology may change
fluvial processes for the same stream or streams near-by, and therefore, have different spatial
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and temporal patterns of trees (Bradley and Smith 1986, Krasny et al. 1988, Stromberg et al.
1991, Scott et al 1996, Rood et al. 1999). Even with this diversity, Mahoney and Rood (1998)
demonstrated how streamflow requirements for cottonwood seedling recruitment can be
determined using an integrative ‘recruitment box’ model for Populus species of both the
Tacamahaca and Aigeiros sections.
Not all recruitment can be correlated to seedling establishment. Rood et al. (1999) found
that the distribution of ages of P. balsamifera along the Bow River Alberta was not uniform. They
attributed incomplete correlation between peak flows and cottonwood recruitment to some
ongoing recruitment throughout the period of record that involved clonal (asexual) establishment.
Samuelson and Rood (2004) found low correlation of flood-associated seedling recruitment and
found clonal recruitment a more important process for P. trichocarpa recruitment in montane
ecoregions of Alberta, Canada, compared to parkland and prairie ecoregions. These studies
suggest that clonal recruitment is occurring at times when seedling recruitment does not occur
but the studies did not identify clones in the field. Barsoum (2002) did identify clones and found
that seedling and clonal recruitment occurs at the same time for P. nigra, in France, but she
focused on only the first 5 years of recruitment. Roberts (1999) also identified P. angustifolia
clones in the field across all age classes and found no strong association between flood flows
and recruitment in general (both sexual and clonal recruitment combined). Clonal recruitment
occurred along with seedling establishment, suggesting that when there is no correlation it may
be a good indicator of clonal recruitment. Roberts (1999) did find a strong association between
25 to 30-year flood intervals and clonal recruitment when identified clones were separated from
seedling recruitment.
The Yellowstone River is one of the largest unregulated river systems remaining in
continental United States with Populus angustifolia as the dominant tree for the upper
Yellowstone River mainstem. From the headwaters in the Absaroka Mountains in northern
Wyoming it flows for 1072 kilometers (670 miles) to its juncture with the Missouri River in western
North Dakota. The study reach for this investigation was a portion of the upper Yellowstone
River, a corridor from Gardiner to Springdale, Montana, that is approximately 134 kilometers long.
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The main objectives of this study were to find the turnover period and record the temporal
and spatial patterns of P. angustifolia colonization. With large areas apparently occupied by
mature trees and very small areas of saplings and young trees, from observations, I thought that
this system would have a turnover period over 300 years. Because there is diversity in spatial
and temporal patterns of cottonwood generally, this study on cottonwood distribution and
recruitment along the upper Yellowstone River is of importance for management of one of the
largest unregulated river systems remaining in the United States.

Methods
Study Site
This study covers an area known as the upper Yellowstone River corridor from Gardiner
to Springdale, Montana, approximately 134 kilometers. Bordering the study area is the Gallatin
Range on the west side and the Absaroka Range on the east side of the river valley bottom
(Figure 2.1b). The study area (flood plain) has elevations ranging from 1322 to 1592 meters, with
a mean annual precipitation o f approximately 40 centimeters (Merrill and Jacobson 1997).
Channel and flood plain morphology varied along the length o f the study area. Therefore, the
flood plain was stratified according to such morphology that was likely related to channel
migration rates.
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Figure 2.1. The study area shown in Montana (a) and a close up of the area (b).

Stratification
Few mountain streams have only one channel pattern, instead they usually display a
mixture of patterns (Richards 1982), and the upper Yellowstone River is no exception. The three
basic channel patterns -- braided, meandering and straight - (Leopold and Wolman, 1957) were
subdivided into six different geomorphic channel classes to better represent the variation within
each basic pattern:
1) WGB --w andering gravel-bed (Nanson and Croke, 1992)
2) Urbanized (not based on channel morphology: it is the Livingston area)
3) CWGB - confined wandering gravel-bed (adapted from Nanson and Croke, 1992)
4) E -- entrenched (Rosgen, 1994)
5) CCT -- confined coarse textured (Nanson and Croke, 1992)
6) Canyon
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For the wandering gravel bed (WGB) and confined wandering gravel bed (CWGB) strata,
the inclusion criterion was alluvium inundated by recent large floods or if not flooded, having
naturally occurring riparian vegetation. The stratum boundary was delineated using 1:24,000
color IR aerial photography taken August 8, 1999. The toe of terraces visible in stereo on photos
often formed the boundary. Where there was no visible terrace edge and the woody vegetation
had been cleared, the extent of the 1997 flood water visible on aerial photos helped establish
these boundaries. Areas that were difficult to delineate using photo interpretation were visited to
look for physical indicators such as higher terraces not distinguishable from air photo analysis.
Land fitting the above criterion, but separated from the channel’s influence by roads, was
included. Essentially, alluvium that was likely to be flooded in the present climate if not blocked
by human influences was the criterion for the WGB and CWGB strata.
For the entrenched (E) and confined coarse-textured (CCT) strata, the included areas
consisted of the channel and areas fitting the above criterion and extending up steep banks to the
stream-ward edge of a valley flat such as a terrace tread. Typically, there was a sharp break,
parallel to the channel, in woody vegetation dominance, and woody vegetation often lost
dominance at the topographic break.
In contrast to the WGB and CWGB strata, where flood plain dynamics as well as
vegetation structure were important factors in developing criteria, the E and CCT strata include
land that was well-above the flood zone of the known flow record, but often very close (about 33
m) to the channel and apt to include streamflow influences such as mass wasting as well as
erosion and deposition within the active channel.
The urban reach, which would naturally fall into both wandering gravel-bed classes, was
not sampled because of its relative lack of natural vegetation and difficult logistics in land access.
The canyon reach, entirely within Yankee Jim canyon, was not sampled in detail since there were
no significant-size patches of cottonwood stands within the canyon, and minimal alluvial flood
plain.
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Sampling Design
The total area within each stratum was split into several equal-sized polygons, called
‘sites’. Site sizes for the WGB, CWGB, E, and CCT strata were respectively 73.1, 44.5, 5.4, and
5.4 hectares. For each stratum, sites were randomly selected for the first stage of sampling;
respective sample sizes were 9, 8, 3, and 3 chosen from respective totals of 33, 17, 49, and 67.
Figure 2.2 shows how the study area was split up for sampling.
Criterion for site size within the WGB and CWGB strata were structured to minimize the
standard error of the age distribution on an area-basis and be large enough to include spatial
variability in stand sizes. The standard error is a function of the observed standard deviation and
sample size (n), and was optimized to agree with the anticipated total sampling effort, which is
n*(plot size). Access was limited in some areas because of landowner preference, so the sample
is random in respect to willing landowners.
The criterion for site size within the E and CCT strata was to minimize the standard error
in abundance of distinct vegetation types which was used for the Governors’ Upper Yellowstone
taskforce riparian trend study (see methods in Merigliano and Polzin 2003). In the riparian trend
study, (of which the WGB and CWGB sites were also part of), 15 sites each were randomly
selected from the E and CCT strata. For this study, three sites each were randomly selected
from the trend-study sample in the E and CCT strata. Historic aerial photography and field
observations revealed that channel migration was negligible in these two strata, so quantifying
flood plain dates was not done. There were no access restrictions on selected sites for the E and
CCT strata.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of sampling design with primary strata (bold type) and landmarks labeled
along entire study area. Example of random selection of sample units, or sites, is shown in circle.

Tree and Flood Plain Dating
Cottonwood forest age structure and flood plain dating were derived from cottonwood
tree ages; the oldest tree within a patch defines the minimum age of the establishment surface
within the flood plain it occupies. Typically, the flood plain is made up of sediment layers, and at
a given locale, the older layers are deeper than the younger ones. The establishment surface is
that on which colonizing plants (e.g., cottonwood) first germinate and survive. It is this surface
that is being dated via cottonwood ages. Age distributions on an area basis were observed within
a site. The flood plain dating effort was restricted to the WGB and CWGB strata, where
cottonwood patches are more extensive and extensive channel migration was obvious on aerial
photography.
Selected images of sites on 1:24000 aerial photography were enlarged about 400% to
allow large, detailed delineations of putative cottonwood cohorts. Within putative cottonwood
cohorts, selected tree numbers per area were dependent on the cohort's patch size. Selected
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trees were approximately evenly spaced. Large patches had more trees cored to avoid mistaking
two patches as one large one. The difference in age would allow for the proper delineation of the
two patches. The minimum number of trees per cohort was 2 and the maximum was 45.
Distance between trees was dependent on patch size and number of sample trees.
Multiple-stern trees (coppice growth) were avoided when single stems were in the same
area, and obvious root sucker trees (exposed surface root connecting trees) were not sampled.
Sample trees were marked on the enlarged air photos, which were, in turn, used to find the trees
on the ground. Land formations such as old channels were marked on the air photos as well.
The marked trees were then cored with a 0.2-meter long, 12-mm diameter increment corer. Tree
conditions, such as bark texture and branch architecture, were used as visual age indicators for
identifying putative cohorts. Trees were cored at ground level unless core rot or other
circumstances prevented it. Because ground level is not necessarily the surface of recruitment
three years was added to tree ages for flow association to establishment times. The number of
trees cored for patch ages and flood plain dating was 1113. The cores were mounted on boards
and sanded with 35 urn (400-grit) and some as fine as 600-grit, to facilitate ring counting. Ages
from ring counts were then assigned to the marked trees on the aerial photos. Tree core
sampling occurred from 2000 through to 2004; all tree ages were standardized to reflect the age
in 2004. The patch boundaries were mapped using the spatial pattern of tree ages, patch
characteristics on historic aerial photography, and pre-determined age classes.
For a true, total tree age, the increment core should include all of the rings at the root
collar level. Most trees were cored near ground level, which is typically above the original root
collar. Corrections were made to ring counts cored above ground level to obtain a uniform level
(ground level). The correction factors for core height above the ground level are in Table 2.1.
These corrections factors are approximate and are based on field observations of young trees of
seedling origin along the upper Yellowstone River, Yakama River in Washington, Salmon River in
Idaho, Fisher River in Montana, Kootenay River in British Columbia and Elk River in British
Columbia, Canada. Not all increment cores included the pith due to rot, old beaver scars, or
excessive diameter. When the pith was missing from the ring count or the tree was too large for
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the increment bore to reach center, the missing ring adjustment was based on the same
procedure used for the old Morrissey grove trees from Rood and Polzin (2003). This was
basically measuring younger trees in the same site to get trunk diameter versus age relationship
to calculate how many years to add for the missing center. Estimated tree ages were marked as
such so they could be eliminated when analysis needed more accurate age classifications.
Stand structure of distinct patches was assessed with randomly placed quadrats in sites
of WGB, CWGB strata and 3 sites each for E and CCT strata. Within each distinct age-patch, a
100 m2 quadrat was randomly placed. To randomly pick a point in the different age-patches of
trees, a grid of dots was used. Using a random number generator the first number generated
was designated as the center position of the fixed plot. If the age-patch was large, the first two or
three points were selected and two or three fixed plots were placed within the same age-patch.
The positions of the selected points were overlaid on a geo-referenced aerial photo, and these
points were manually transferred to aerial photographs for field location o f the plots. No center
points of selected fixed plots were on the edge of a patch being sampled. If a randomly picked
point landed in a clearing of that age-patch a second randomly generated point number was
selected.
Quadrats were 10 x 10 m in the CWGB and WGB strata, and 5 x 20 m in the E and CCT
stratum, where age-patches were typically less than 10 m wide. Total number of trees cored
within-patch stand age structure (fixed plots) was 986. When multiple stems occurred that were
clearly connected as originating from coppice growth within the fixed plot only one stem was aged
and the group of stems were counted as one tree. Sample sizes for statistical analysis are based
on the number of plots, not trees, due to sample design and non-independence of trees.
Patches in the CWGB and WGB strata had trees cored and aged for flood plain turnover
period before sampling with fixed plots. Because patch age classes in the E and CCT strata were
ocular estimations during vegetation mapping (Merigliano and Polzin 2003); the maximum age of
trees cored within fixed plots were used to assign maximum age to these age patches. Juvenile
tree (pole stage) patches were excluded from the age-structure sampling in all strata and
estimated age was assign by historical air photos, but when juvenile trees were mixed with older
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trees within fixed plots sampled, their DBH or height (if too small for DBH) was recorded. Trees
less than 1.4 m tall were classified as < 10 years of age. Trees < 9 cm DBH were classified as <
20 years. Ten small trees < 10 cm DBH were cut down where permission for destructive
sampling was given, and disks at ground level were removed, sanded, and aged. They ranged
from 10 to 20 years of age and were the basis for classifying them as s 20 years of age.

Table 2.1. Increment core correction factors
Height above
ground (cm)
6 to 19

Correction Factor
(years)
+1

20 to 40

+2

41 to 70

+3

71 to 100

+4

101 to 130

+5

Within Aqe-Patch Structure
All trees within the fixed plots were aged. When multiple stem trees occurred only one
stem was cored and the multiple stem trees were counted as one tree. The oldest tree within the
plot was the maximum age of the plot. Analysis of within age-patch structure will look at these
variables to see how much of the variability in range in age is associated with density and the
maximum age of the fixed plot. I will also look at differences between sites and strata to see if
these two variables explain variation in age range found within plots.
Decay Curves and Turnover Period
Decay curves for each geomorphic stratum were defined by the methods of Everitt
(1968). For flood plain decay, I fit curves using as much of the flood plain as possible. This
required ages to be extrapolated from aged cottonwood stands to non-cottonwood areas
(agricultural clearing) that could not be independently aged but were part of the same terrace that
aged cottonwood stands occupied. The extrapolation required subjective judgm ent that relied on
the juxtaposition of adjacent dated patches, reconstruction using historic aerial photography, and
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likely channel migration patterns. Flood plain decay curves were only done for the WGB and
CWGB strata, as there was negligible channel migration in the E and CCT strata.
The decay curve (Equation 1) was fit using non-linear regression (SigmaPlot 2000
version 6.10). Turnover period is the time it takes for the flood plain to be completely recycled by
channel erosion and deposition. The decay function is asymptotic towards the x-axis (time), so
flood plain area never ‘theoretically’ decays to zero. Two points along the curve were calculated:
area of 1m2/ha (0.01 percent), is used to estimate “full” turnover, and half-turnover, where 50%
has eroded and re-deposited.
a = a[e(t('b))]

(1)

where:
a = FPA/SUA/ACW
e = the base of the natural logarithm, 2.71828
a = y-axis intercept
b = the slope of the line
t = mid-point of an age class in years
and
FPA = flood plain patch area in an age class
SUA = area of the sampling unit
ACW = age class width in years
The equation for the time required (T) to reach a proportion of turnover (e.g., half-turnover = 0.5)
is:
T = 1/b(loge(1/P)

(2)

where:
P = 1 - proportion of turnover (P = 1- 0.99 for full turnover or P = 1- 0.5 for half-turnover), and all
other symbols as in (1).
The fitted lines are based on a model with the following assumptions: 1) Constant erosion
and deposition rates via channel migration, 2) the cumulative probability of erosion for a particular
parcel of the flood plain increases with parcel age, and 3) the channel width does not change
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through time (Merigliano and Polzin 2003).

Age brackets of 25 years were used for flood plain

ages 1 to 200 years, and 50 year brackets for 201 to 300 years and 100-years wide for ages over
300 years for flood plain turnover period. Maximum tree age within a patch defined the age of
that patch and class mid-point time was used. The range of tree ages, increment-core quality,
and practical convenience influenced the widths of the age classes. Theoretically, Equation 1 is
also based on a continuous function of age rather than classes. When classes are used, most of
the decay occurs in the early part of the class period, so using class mid-point time slightly
overestimates the area.
Hydrology and Cottonwood Establishment
Annual peak discharges were obtained from US Geological Survey gage records for the
Livingston (06192500) and Corwin Springs (06191500) stations. The Corwin Springs record
years were 1890-1893, 1911 to present, while the Livingston record years were 1897 to 1905,
1929 to 1932, 1938 to present. Years missing from both records were 1894 to 1896 and 1906 to
1910 and were left blank. Annual peaks for missing years at Livingston but measured at Corwin
Springs were predicted for Livingston gage using a regression of observed flows common to both
gages. All recorded tree ages from flood plain turnover period and fixed plots that had
establishment within the flow record time frame were used for assessing correlation of flood flows
with cottonwood establishment. The strip of cottonwood trees that established along both sides
of highway 93 were eliminated from analysis because their establishment was linked to road
building and not channel migration. Because trees less than 20 years of age were just estimates
and I did not sample seedling recruitment following the 1997 flood event, I did not include trees
established after 1992 in the analysis. Past studies have found significant correlation between
flood flows and cottonwood establishment even with coring trees at or slightly above ground level
(Bradley and Smith 1986, Baker 1990, Stromberg et al. 1991, Samuelson and Rood 2004).
Therefore, relationships between tree recruitment and peak flows were quantified by calculating
regression analysis between age of cottonwoods and annual peak discharge. This was done for
the core age at ground level and for applying a constant correction factor of 3 years, the
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estimated time to grow to coring height. Flood flow recurrence intervals were calculated using
Pearson Type III probabilities.
Flood Plain Topography and Depth of Substrate
The flood plain surface was surveyed at the center of the fixed plots sampled and the age
of the oldest tree was assigned to the age-patch surface on which it grew

Sixty-eight fixed plots

were surveyed with a Topcon GTS 211D total station. Precision was about 2 cm. The plots were
chosen via a three-stage cluster design as described in the tree dating section. The fixed plots
surveyed were from three sites randomly selected from the already sampled sites for WGB and
CWGB strata and the three sites already randomly selected in E and CCT strata. Transects
surveyed had elevation referenced to a common stage and discharge at the Livingston gage
observed on September 3, 2002 of 1.08 m (stage) and 53.8 cms (discharge). The E and CCT
strata were referenced to a common stage and discharge at Corwin Springs gage for the same
day (0.6 m stage and 47.0 cms discharge). The flow data at this time (Sept. 3, 2003) was
provisional and referenced as low flow for the remainder of the paper. Only a few plots were
surveyed within very young stands (1 to 25 years) so additional young stands (< 25 years) that
occurred within sampled sites had elevations taken from Dalby and Robinson (2003) work for the
upper Yellowstone River Project. The elevation data used from Dalby and Robinson study was
accurate to about +- 0.2 m and was scaled relative to the same flow as surveyed elevations.
Flow data for Dalby and Robinson occurred April 11,1999; stage for Corwin Springs = 0.46 m,
and discharge = 33.4 cms, Livingston gage stage = 0.88 m, and discharge = 39.9 cms and was
provisional.
Flood Plain Area Compared to Flood Discharge
Flood plain area assigned an age from flood plain turnover analysis was grouped into age
classes of 10-year widths for tree establishment from 1890 to 2000. Area associated with tree
establishment for the 10-year period was compared to the maximum flood discharge for that
same 10 year period. Flood plain area was calculated using only areas with some trees to
estimate age. Areas with no trees at present and those cleared before 1943 (the oldest aerial
photographs) were not included in this analysis.
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A soil pit was dug at the center of the surveyed plots and depth to coarse gravel or
cobble was recorded. When an obvious thin layer of cobble was recently deposited (by the 1997
flood) on top of fine sand and silt, the soil pit was dug until a second cobble/gravel layer was
reached. The measured depth of the fine sediment deposits (depth to coarse gravel or coble)
was used for overbank deposition analysis. Newly established flood plains were surveyed in
2002 but they were deposited in 1996 or 1997. To assess the amount of deposition that occurred
since 1997, seedlings believed to have established in 1997 were excavated to their root collar
and the amount of any fine sediment and cobble deposition was recorded. This was done at
three sites for each WGB and CWGB strata.
Sedimentation Curves
Elevations were taken from the surveyed plots. However, those with an elevation above
4 m were excluded because such areas were well-above high flood stages. One plot in CWGB
stratum was 7.8 m above low flow, on the edge of a high terrace. The Entrenched stratum had
12 plots above 4 m with the maximum being 8.4; all occurred on steep slopes on the edge of
terraces
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Results
Forest Age Structure and Flood Plain Turnover Period
Forest age structure was similar for all four channel types using a tree-ring-based age
distribution. More area is covered with trees older than 75 years than younger trees (Figure 2.3).
One stratum stands out (CCT), as it has no trees sampled older than 100 years.
The decay curve fit lines (Figure 2.4) are based on an assumed exponential decay
function and do not fit the data very well. Both strata had similar long turnover periods of 1,600
years (WGB) and 2,400 years (CWGB) (Table 2.2). As well, both strata have very low nonlinear
regression R2 values (WGB = 0.21, and CWGB = 0.06) (Table 2.2). Power of the performed test
was a minimum of 0.80 (alpha = 0.05) and results should be at least 0.8 or higher for the decay
curve fit to be used to correctly describe the relationship of the variables. However, power was
much less than desirable, and respectively, it was 0.289 and 0.099 for the WGB and CWGB
regressions (Table 2.3). The performed tests were: R2, standard error of estimate, coefficient
standard error, analysis of variance, predicted residual error sum of squares (PRESS), DurbinWatson statistic, normality test, and constant variance test. The standard error of the estimate is
a measure of the actual variability about the regression line of the underlying population with
WGB = 6.89 and CWGB = 20.19. Both models have large PRESS, which is a gauge of how well
the model predicts new data; the smaller the PRESS statistic, the better the predictive ability of
the model (Table 2.3) (Ott 1993). Both WGB and CWGB strata Durbin-Watson statistic (1.2 and
0.8 respectively) show that there is a likelihood that residuals are correlated (Table 2.3). If the
residuals are not correlated, the Durbin-Watson statistic will be 2; the more this value differs from
2, the greater the likelihood that the residuals are correlated (Ott 1993). Regression assumes
that the residuals are independent of each other; the Durbin-Watson test is used to check this
assumption. If the Durbin-Watson value deviates from 2 by more than 0.5 it means that the data
does not meet this assumption (Ott 1993). Both strata failed the normality test, which is the
assumption that the source population is normally distributed around the decay curve regression
(Table 2.3) (Ott 1993). Both strata passed the constant variance test, which tests of the
assumption that the variance of the dependent variable in the source population is constant
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regardless of the value of the independent variable and the P value calculated by the test (Table
2.3) (Ott 1993). For standard error of estimate statistics, analysis of variance, regression
diagnostics, influence diagnostics, and 95% confidence values see appendix 1.
There was some area for both strata that had no trees to date the flood plain with. The
assumptions applied to this area are found in the methods and was assigned to the 101 to 125
year age-class as the minimum age of 101 years. The non-dateable area comprised 4% of the
76 to 100-year class area in the WGB stratum, and likewise, 6.4% in the CWGB stratum. Curve
fitting was so sensitive to small changes in this class area that when non-dateable, approximated
area was removed, the regression algorithm failed (R2 = 0) when applied to the WGB data. A
similar application to the CWGB data gave less dramatic results; the curve changed slightly
(Figure 2.4b), but the fit was still very poor. Only the normality test passed. See Table 2.3 for
regression results.
Flood plain area less than 75 years old is much less than expected, given the amount of
older flood plain and the decay-curve assumptions (Figure 2.4a). Curve-fitting improved
substantially when this area was removed from the model’s data (Figure 2.5). Respective R2’s for
the WGB and CWGB strata models were 0.86 and 0.74 (Table 2.2). Power increased as well,
and it was 0.96 for the WGB model and 0.74 for the CWGB model (Table 2.3). The DurbinWatson statistic for both models was 2.2, so the serial correlation coefficient was not significantly
different than zero (Table 2.3). Because of the much higher nonlinear regression R2 values and
the much better fit of the model, the turnover periods for both strata is more precise and they are
445 years for WGB stratum and 404 years for CWGB stratum (Table 2.2).
Cottonwood Recruitment and Historical Flows
Annual peak discharge and estimated flood frequency events for the upper Yellowstone
River at the Livingston gage station is shown in Figure 2.6. The relationship between flood
frequency events and seedling recruitment was investigated. No significant correlation was found
(r = -0.011, P = 0.919) and no clustering occurred as some establishment occurred in every year
of record (Figure 2.7). Coring at ground level does not represent the true age as some of the
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initial stem is buried through sedimentation. A constant correction factor of three years was
applied (Bradley and Smith 1986) and it increased the correlation but not to a significant level
(r = -0.118, P = 0.264). Because of the variability of sedimentation (Figure 2.8, 2.9 & 2.10), a
constant correction factor was not applied to tree ages. For any further analysis of flood plain age
or age-patch age, an underestimation of age was assumed.
Deposition and Historical Flows
Floods deposit fine sediments, coarse gravel and cobble on established floodplains
(Nanson and Beach 1977, Bull 1988). Periodic floods are responsible for raising the elevation of
a flood plain the longer the flood plain remains. The flood plain sedimentation curves show a
difference in the rate of aggradations between WGB, CWGB, and the single thread channel strata
CCT and E (Figures 2.8, 2.9, & 2.10). WGB stratum experiences the most sedimentation in the
first ten-year period with an average of 1.0 m deposition compared to about 0.8 m for the other
three strata (CWGB, E, and CCT). The sedimentation curve for WGB shows that during the first
20 years there is approximately 1.6 m of deposition and then aggradations slows to
approximately 0.2 m over the next 30 years (Figure 2.8). The CWGB stratum has the greatest
level of sedimentation with the curve leveling off about 2.4 m at age 90. The first 30 years has
the greatest increase of 1.9 m and then slows down and aggrades approximately 0.5 m over the
next 60 years (Figure 2.9). The sedimentation curve for CCT and E combined is similar to CWGB
with the first 30 years experiencing approximately 1.8 m of deposition and then aggrades slowly
with an additional 0.4 m deposition over the next 40 years (Figure 2.10). The CCT and E strata
have young trees (10 to 50 years) at 1.8 to 2.5 m surface elevation (6 data points) while trees in
the same class in the WGB stratum were on surfaces < 1.8 m (3 data points). The elevation for
the one data point for this class within the CWGB strata was < 2.0 m (Figure 2.10).
Overbank deposition depth of fine sand, silt, clay (depth o f excavation to cobble layer at
the center of fixed plots) was poorly related to flood plain age (R2 = 0.1358). Excavation of 1997
seedling beds found that on average, 0.5 m of cobble deposition occurred between time of
establishment and 2002 and 2003.
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However, there was a strong trend between surface elevation and patch age for all strata
combined R2 = 0.727 P = 0.001 (WGB R2 = 0.732 with P = 0.001, CWGB R2 = 0.975 with P =
1.1 x10"7, and E R2 = 0.606 with P = 0.024) when flood plain was grouped into age classes and
the mean used for each strata (Figure 2.11). This corresponds to the increase in elevation found
with the sedimentation curves (Figures 2.9 and 2.10) which include all overbank deposition
including cobble, not just fine sediment. However, the sedimentation curves used actual age patch age and actual elevations.
Flood magnitudes were compared with flood plain area created over 10-year intervals
from 1890 to 2000 (Figure 2.12). Flood plain area was dated using the actual age of the agepatch determined from tree core data. These were grouped into 10-year intervals. For example,
all age-patches with age range between 20 and 29 were grouped together. Both strata show a
trend of increasing area with increased flood flows with WGB R2=0.549 and CWGB R2=0.689.
Linear regression analysis was significant for both strata (WGB P = 0.009 and CWGB P = 0.002).
Within Age-Patch Structure
The age range of cottonwood trees that occurred on randomly selected 100-m2 fixed
plots increased with maximum tree age within the plot (Figure 2.13). Only 12 % of plots from the
whole study have less than a 10-year age spread. Over half (58%) the plots have an age range
between 10 to 50 years and 30% greater than 51-year spread (Table 2.4). The two largest
ranges were 208 years (in WGB) and 194 years (in E).
Maximum age of the age-patch explains the highest amount of variation (42.3%) found in
respect to the age range as maximum age was a constraint on the possible range that could be
found, while density explained 4% of the variation in respect to the age range. Other variables
examined were differences between sites and strata but these two variables only explained 0.6%
of the variation in respect to the age range.
Figure 2.14 shows the amount of plots within 10 year age-range brackets. There are
twenty plots with a greater than 100 year age range with most of them belonging to the WGB
stratum. Median values for range in ages within fix plots differed slightly among strata (Figure
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2.15), however, there was no significant difference (Kruskal-Wallis statistic = 6.8, P = 0.076)
between WGB, CWGB, CCT, or E age ranges.
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year age class for each strata (total ha/site size (ha)). The error bars are one standard deviation
of the mean.
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Figure 2.4a. Flood plain decay curves by geomorphic setting. Points are at age-class mid-points
grouped into 25 year brackets up to 200 years, 50 year brackets 201 to 300 years and WGB
graph has one 100 year class width (301 to 400 years). Nonlinear regression equation, f =
a*exp(-b*x), automatic Initial parameter estimate functions; x near 0 (q) = max(abs(q))-abs(q), y
at x near 0 (q,r) =x at y max (q,x near 0 (r)). Parameters a = 20, b = -In(.5)/(x50(x,y)-min(x)), b>0.
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Figure 2.4b. Flood plain decay curve for CWGB with all flood plain area that was assigned an
approximate 100-year age class area removed. Nonlinear regression equation and parameters
are the same as figure 2.4a.
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Nonlinear regression equation and parameters same as figure 2.4a.
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Figure 2.9. Flood plain sedimentation curve for confineci wandering gravel bed (CWGB).
Sedimentation curve equation; y= a*(1-exp("b*x)), parameters same as figure 2.8, and
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Table 2.2. Decay curve summary statistics and turnover rates.
a

a (m2/ha/class width yr)

b

Turnover at
a=1, years
1588 years

WGB flood plain
31.65 0.0029
Approx. 100 yr. removed
20.00 0.0103
WGB (0 to 75 yrs. removed)
CWGB flood plain
29.91 0.0019
Approx. 100 yr. removed
29.44 0.0019
CWGB (0 to 75 yrs. Removed)
20.00 0.0114
a is Y intercept (m /ha/class width yr) and b is slope, R
nonlinear regression

Half-turnover,
years
239 years

R2

0.21
0.00
445 years
67 years
0.86
2424 years
365 years
0.06
2372 years
357 years
0.06
0.74
404 years
61 years
is from equation 1 decay curve fit using

Table 2.3. Tests performed to determine the power of the decay curve regression model fit.
PRESS = Predicted Residual Error Sum of Squares, Approx. removed = all approximate 100 year
age class area removed from model.
__________ ________________ ____________ ___________
Strata
DurbinNormality Test
PRESS
Constant
Power of test,
Watson
Variance
alpha=0.05
statistic
Test
is 0.800
WGB
2612.79
0.999
Failed
Passed
0.2891*
P=0.0056
P=0.1162
Approx. removed
WGB
528.08
2.21
Passed
Passed
0.9556
(0 to 75 yrs. removed)
P = 0.6843
P = 0.3207
CWGB
5058.21
0.800
Failed
Passed
0.0988*
P=0.0486
P=0.7849
Approx. removed
4876.72
0.809
Passed
Passed
0.0978*
P = 0.0572
P = 0.6562
CWGB
3245.43
Passed
0.7375*
2.18
Passed
(0 to 75 yrs. Removed)
P = 0.5169
P = 0.4907
Power of the decay curve fit at alpha = 0.05 is 0.800 * marks tests which are below the desired
power.

Table 2.4. Percentage of plots (100 m2) by strata that fall into three age-range categories.
Strata
WGB
CWGB
CCT
E
All strata

1 to 9-year
14
10
0
10
12

10 to 50 year
62
54
67
20
58

>51 -year
24
36
33
70
30
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Discussion
The 134 km along the upper Yellowstone River exhibited four different channel
morphologies which I divided into four strata. Channel morphology did not influence forest age
structure; all four strata were similar with more area with trees over 75 years (Figure 2.3). The
only stratum with no sampled trees over 100 years old was CCT which was not representative of
trees that occurred because patch age was assigned by the maximum tree age within fixed plots
for strata E and CCT as no flood plain turnover period study was done for these strata.
Additionally cottonwood patches were typically small and scattered within the E and CCT strata.
It was unfortunate that only one older tree was captured within the random fixed plots for CCT
and it had extensive heart rot so it was excluded. No additional older trees were sampled for the
riparian trend analysis; rather ocular-estimates of age was used which used the most dominate
trees to assign age class (Merigliano and Polzin 2003). Stands could have a few considerably
older trees but they were not the dominate tree size. Sample size was very small for the CCT
stratum and did not capture the full age structure along this stretch of the river.
Flood Plain Turnover Period
Another way o f looking at the age structure of cottonwood forests is to assign an age of
the oldest tree within the age-patch to the formation of the ridge or terrace on which it grew
(Everitt 1968, Hickin and Nanson 1975, Osterkamp and Hupp 1984, Rood et al. 1994, Hughes
2003). This dating of flood plains measures how fast the channel erodes and re-deposits the
flood plain (floodplain turnover period). The two braided reaches had very slow estimated
turnover period (WGB = 2,500 years, and CWGB = 2,400 years) with more mature trees (80% of
the flood plain area older than 75 years). However, using nonlinear regression analysis, both had
very low R2 values (WGB = 0.21, CWGB = 0.06, Table 2.2) and both were well below the desired
power of the performed exponential decay curve fit of 0.8 (WGB = 0.168, and CWGB = 0.099,
Table 2.3). Interpreting the findings from the exponential decay model used to generate the flood
plain turnover period has to be very cautious if used at all. The very poor fit of the decay curve is
responsible for this. The small flood plain area younger than 75 years and the large amount of
flood plain between 75 and 150 years for WGB and 75 to 175 for CWGB results in this poor fit.
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Everitt (1968) developed the exponential decay area model to test his observation that
“less area was occupied by older forests than by younger forests” along the Little Missouri River.
On the upper Yellowstone River, more area was occupied by old flood plain than young. This
model does not w ork for the Yellowstone River flood plain unless flood plain younger than 75
years is ignored in curve fitting.
The decay curve fit was so poor that by eliminating 4 % (WGB) of the area from the 76 to
100 year age bracket, because it was an approximate age, was enough for the model to fail
completely. Additionally, when I shifted the age of the age patches to represent 2005 and not
2004 which shifted some areas on the edge of the age-class to the next age-class, the WGB
model fails with and without the approximate area. Since a large flood event did not remove any
mature stands by 2005 the area dated did not change.
The main problem with the decay curve model was that the past 75 years of record do
not conform to the model because all of the model assumptions were violated. Examination of
flood plain older than 75 years reveals a different story. The decay curve model fits the data well,
and predicts flood plain turnover periods of approximately 400 years for both strata (Figure 2.5).
This suggests that in the past the assumptions the model is based on were correct or much
closer to being correct then they are now. Perhaps, average channel width did not change
through time, more area was occupied by young stands, and a more constant channel migration
rates and depositional rates occurred. This implies that something has changed in the last 75
years that affects the river width and discharge levels. Discharge and river width has probably
decreased during the past 75 years resulting in much smaller areas being eroded and deposited,
thereby reducing the area occupied by young cottonwood trees. Even though the large floods of
1996 and 1997 left large areas of new deposits, only small areas of these large deposits were
colonized successfully resulting in established seedlings by 2004. Global warming has likely
changed weather patterns in this area as well as globally. The upper Yellowstone River has been
experiencing extended periods of drought that reduce the discharge levels of this snow pack
driven system. Climate change may be one reason why the decay curve model is no longer
appropriate for estimating turnover periods.
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Cottonwood Recruitment and Historical Flows
Cored cottonwoods sampled range in age from 12 to 377 years. The flow record starts in
1890, with some missing years, only trees 114 years or younger were used for cottonwood
recruitment correlation to peak flows. Tree age was established using ring counts that provide an
indication of shoot age, but can underestimate the actual tree age. Sedimentation curves (Figure
2.8, 2.9 & 2.10) shows 0.2 to 1.2 m of deposition, and consequently stem burial occurs within the
first 10 years of establishment. No age adjustment was added for the interval required for the
saplings or trees to reach the sampling height of substrate surface because of the variability at
each tree sampled. It is likely that seedlings would have taken at least from two to five years to
reach the sampling height whereas clonal suckers and flood-trained shoots would probably have
reached the sampling height within their first year (Rood et al. 1999), further complicating a
simple addition of years to make up for the sedimentation rates.
Cottonwood establishment occurs throughout the flow record along the upper
Yellowstone River with no temporal clustering (Figure 2.7). Cottonwoods can become
established over a number of years following high flow events that create suitable geomorphic
surfaces (Friedman et al. 1996), however, usually there is some clustering indicating successful
establishment over a set number of years corresponding to a flood flow event. For example Scott
et al. (1996) found 2 to 3 year time intervals and Merigliano (1998) found a 4 year period of
seedling establishment. Bradley and Smith (1986) compensated for aging error (coring at ground
level) by adding 3 years to all trees cored. This addition of 3 years resulted in significant
correlation found for seedling establishment correlated to flood discharge levels of 2 years or
greater along with other factors which occurred approximately every 5 years. The upper
Yellowstone River cottonwood establishment was characterized by no significant correlation
between tree recruitment and annual peak discharge (r = 0.011 and P = 0.919) even when a
constant correction factor was applied (r = 0.118 and P = 0.264) suggesting that seedling
establishment flows are not the only process of cottonwood establishment. The weak relationship
between flood flows and seedling establishment and the large range in age within fixed plots
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suggests that processes in addition to seedling establishment were also important for cottonwood
recruitment.
The additional recruitment probably involved clonal propagation from sprouting of buried
flood-trained saplings, branch fragments and clonal expansion through root suckering (Brayshaw
1965, Everitt 1968, Kranjcec et al. 1998, Barsoum 2002). In Alaska, Krasny et al. (1988) found
no relationship between flood flows and cottonwood establishment because clonal reproduction
occurred under conditions that seedling reproduction would fail. Shaw (1976) reported abundant
root suckering in mature stands of P. balsamifera and P. angustifolia and their hybrids in riparian
zones along Lee Creek and the upper Belly and St. Mary rivers in southwestern Alberta and did
not find an association with specific maximum flood flow return intervals. Rood et al. (1999)
found an incomplete correlation between peak flows and cottonwood establishment, and
attributed the ongoing recruitment throughout the period of record to clonal establishment.
Samuelson and Rood (2004) found a weak correlation between tree recruitment and annual peak
discharge concluding that flood-associated seedling recruitment was less important and clonal
processes were more important for cottonwood recruitment in the montane ecoregion.
Samuelson and Rood (2004) found the clonal processes were stimulated by large flood events,
ice scour, hill-slope processes, and tree-fall events.
Deposition and Historic Flows
Seedlings germinate on the new deposits left from spring high water that are free from
vegetation, low elevation, moist sites (Shaw 1976, Bradley and Smith 1986, Baker 1990, Rood
and Mahoney 1990, Scott et al. 1993, Hughes 2003). As seedlings and other riparian vegetation
(e.g. Salix) grow on these new deposits, they act as sediment traps by slowing down floodwaters
each spring which raises the surface elevation of the new deposits (Nanson and Beach 1977, Bull
1988, Rood and Mahoney 1990, Scott et al. 1993). The older the flood plain area gets, the higher
the flood plain elevation depending on the number of overbank floods (Osterkamp and Hupp
1984, Huggenberger et al. 1998). The surface elevation compared to the patch age (R2 = 0.74
Figure 2.11) shows that the surface height increases with age but not all of the increase is
attributed to overbank deposits of fine sediment for the upper Yellowstone River. Excavation of
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1996 and 1997 seedlings in 2004 found that these seedlings were buried by 0.5 m of cobble
substrate on average. There is a very weak association between depth of fine sediment and age
of the flood plain (R2 =0.14) which is confirmed with the findings from the excavation of 1996 and
1997 seedlings that had cobble deposition occurring after establishment. This means that in time
when fine sediment is deposited on the 1997 flood plain and a soil pit is dug to the cobble layer it
will not represent the elevation at the time of establishment. The high surface elevations over 4
m (Figure 2.10) for the older flood plain also suggests that in the past, before river stage
monitoring, flood flows were of a higher magnitude resulting in greater overbank deposits of fine
sediments, coarse gravel and cobble (Huggenberger et al. 1998). These higher elevations were
not inundated when the 1997 extreme flood occurred and many were on the edges of steep
slopes that were above the flood zone of the known flow record and were influenced more by
mass wasting and erosion. For the river to have initially deposited these areas the flows would
have been much greater in the past and downcutting would also increase the elevation for the
trees established around 4 m elevation (age-patches associated with elevation are 250 to 400
years old). Additionally these trees were not established at this height rather the elevation
increased with age of the flood plain and downcutting would increase the elevation relative to the
present day low flow. Some trees were 5 to 7 m above low flow and these were established
probably related to groundwater seeps and not fluvial events.
Because flood flows create the surfaces that cottonwoods colonize (Baker 1977,
Richards 1982, Bradley and Smith 1986, Bull 1988), deposition rate should correlate to the
magnitude of the flood event. Regression analysis found the area created through deposition
were significant, relative to the magnitudes of flood events; WGB (t = 3.31, P - 0.009) and CWGB
(t = 4.463, P = 0.002) strata. Peak flows of 831 cms and higher generally had larger associated
flood plain areas (Figure 2.12). The flood in 1997 had the second highest flow for a ten-year
period (1076 cms), but area with successful establishment of cottonwoods is smaller than the
area for 1900 to 1909 (852 cms). The area colonized by successful seedling recruitment can be
affected by factors other than available deposition (Mahoney and Rood 1998).
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It is likely that any seedlings that may have established after the 1996 flood would have
been scoured or buried by the 1997 flood event. The initial seedlings established after the 1997
flood event were dependent on their subsequent survival on the next few years of flows as their
roots grew down towards a constant moisture level (Mahoney and Rood 1991). The 1998 spring
flow did not reach a 2 year flood event (532 cms). This low spring flow would not have been able
to recharge the flood plain which may have stressed many of the seedlings and may have
induced a high mortality from the initial recruitment of 1997 (Mahoney 1996, Rood and Mahoney
1990). The 1999 spring peak may have buried many small seedlings that survived the drought
conditions of 1998 but had limited growth during that growing season (Rood and Mahoney 1990,
Polzin 1998). Both drought from the low flow of 1998 and the deposition from 1999, 2002, and
2003 over bank flows may have reduced the area with successful seedling recruitment.
Additionally, the area assigned to 1900 to 1909 based on cottonwood maximum age
within a patch is not very accurate especially since older stands experience increased
sedimentation (Figure 2.8, 2.9 & 2.10). Age-patches in this bracket were 94 years to 104 years
old. The sedimentation curve shows that 1.1 m to 2.7 m of deposition has occurred at different
sites. Seedlings that established after the largest estimated flood of 1894 (1340 cms) may have
had enough of their stem buried by 2004 that an underestimation of age by ten years would not
be unlikely especially for age-patches with over 2 m of deposition. Flood training (Everitt 1968)
from the 1902 flood could also attribute to the underestimation of age. Flood trained saplings that
are buried have much faster sprout growth rates than seedlings and may date fairly close to the
time of flood training as 1 m of growth in the first year is common (Nanson and Beach 1977,
Brodie et al. 1995, Polzin 1998, Barsoum 2002). Ring counts would indicate establishment within
the 1900 to 1909 bracket (852 cms), but their actual seedling establishment would be from an
earlier time possibly the 1890 to 1899 bracket (1340 cms). This would also apply to any clonal
recruitment that may have occurred following the 1902 flood, with ring counts dating to clonal
growth initiation, not to seedling establishment that could be any number of years older (Barsoum
2002, Hughes 2003).
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The age bracket 1910 to 1919 areas may also be affected by flood training and root
suckering. The peak flow for this time bracket is 1067 cms (1918) followed by a very low flow of
361 cms in 1919. While seedlings could have experienced drought mortality, potential for flood
training of saplings and scarification of roots promoting root suckering would be high following the
1918 flood event (Kransey et al. 1988, Barsoum 2002).
Within Aqe-Patch Structure
As mentioned earlier, it is not uncommon to have three or four years of seedling
establishment to form what is referred to as an even-age-patch. However, the large range in age
found within 100 m2 plots of this study is not common for seedling establishment. Even with trees
cored at ground level resulting in underestimation of age, coring inaccuracy could not account for
tree age range over 10 years and the extreme 200 year range. The majority (88%) of age range
within 100 m2 was greater than ten years. Tree patches over ten years old have limited bare
sites as herbaceous vegetation is established. As tree patches increase in age the canopy tends
to close and increased shading. Seedlings would likely suffer drought induced death at high
elevations (Figure 2.11) that are associated with mature stands along the upper Yellowstone
River (Shaw 1976, Rood et al. 1994, Rood et al. 1998, Barsoum 2002), yet, there were trees less
than ten years old in fixed plots with trees 20 years to over 200 years old. Plots with maximum
tree age 50 years or more would be on average 2 m higher than seedling establishment levels.
There is also the shading within a plot occurring and it is known that seedlings are shade
intolerant and do not survive into the second year when establishing under trees (Nanson and
Beach 1977, Hughes 2003). Past studies that found cottonwood establishment at elevations
above seedling level and mixed in with mature stands attributed it to asexual recruitment through
burial of flood trained saplings, root suckering, and branch propagation using excavation for
identification of clones (Kransy et al. 1988, Rood et al. 1994, Brodie et al. 1995, Polzin and Rood
2000 ).

Conclusion
The upper Yellowstone River is a dynamic system where the channel can avulse to a
new location completely abandoning the old channel but the flood plain turnover period appears
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to be quite long. The magnitude of the historic flood flows were positively correlated to the
amount of new flood plain area established but there was no clustering or significant relationship
between cottonwood establishment and flood flows. This may be partly due to coring at ground
level but other studies that have cored at ground level have found significant relationships
between flood flow and seedling establishment (Bradley and Smith 1986). While flood flows are
clearly responsible for the establishment of seedling beds, seedling establishment was difficult to
separate from other processes that appear important for cottonwood recruitment. Establishment
occurred in most of the years of flow record. Individual patches were not even-aged stands, even
within 100 m2 plots. The constraint to the width of age range was the maximum tree age within
the plot. Establishment within the last ten years occurred in all age-patch classes sampled.
Cottonwood species colonize flood plains both by seed and clonal reproduction (Krasny
et al. 1988, Barsoum 2002, Hughes 2003, Samuelson and Rood 2004). Clonal reproduction has
been attributed to poor correlation of cottonwood establishment and peak flows by Rood et al.
(1999), and Samuelson and Rood (2004). Clonal reproduction has also been observed in mature
cottonwood stands in a number of cottonwood species including P. angustifolia (Krasny et al
1988, Rood et al. 1994, Brodie et al. 1995, Roberts 1999, Gom and Rood 1999). Clonal
reproduction is a known form of reproduction that can be more prolific in some Populus species
than others (Rood and Mahoney 1990, Rood et al. 1994, Peterson et al. 1995; Braatne et al.
1996, Gom and Rood 1999, Hughes 2003). The findings of this study prompted an investigation
into the possibility of clonal reproduction accounting for a large range in tree ages within agepatches along the upper Yellowstone River and establishment occurring in most years of
recorded discharge. The use of DNA to identify clones will allow non-destructive sampling and
identification of clonal trees regardless of age.
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Appendix 1

Wandering Gravel Bed Stratum Statistics

Standard Error of Estimate = 16.3122

a
b

Coefficient Std. Error
31.6530
9.7674
0.0029
0.0024

Analysis of Variance:
DF
SS
Regression 1
476.8100
9
1784.1734
Residual
Total
10
2260.9834
Regression Diagnostics:
Row
Predicted
Residual
1
30.5308
-12.4768
2
28.4042
-10.9943
3
26.4258
-6.6605
4
24.5851
23.3301
22.8727
5
18.0415
6
21.2796
17.4115
7
19.7974
-7.7017
18.4184
8
0.8643
16.5280
-6.2662
9
14.3057
10
-12.4376
11
11.5198
-6.0243

t
3.2407
1.2244

P
0.0101
0.2519

MS
476.8100
198.2415
226.0983

F
2.4052

Std. Res.
-0.8862
-0.7809
-0.4731
1.6570
1.2814
1.2366
-0.5470
0.0614
-0.4451
-0.8834
-0.4279

Stud. Res.
-1.1311
-0.9003
-0.5171
1.7635
1.3498
1.3030
-0.5804
0.0659
-0.4877
-0.9961
-0.4986

P
0.1553

Stud. Del. Res.*
-1.1514
-0.8899
-0.4949
2.0552
1.4250
1.3638
-0.5578
0.0621
-0.4660
-0.9956
-0.4768

*Studentized Deleted Residuals is a Studentized residual which uses the standard error of the
estimate, computed after deleting the data point associated with the residual. This reflects the
greater effect of outlying points by deleting the data point from the variance computation. Points
that lie outside the specified 95% confidence interval for the non linear regression of the decay
curve fit line are flagged (*). The Studentized deleted residual is more sensitive than the
Studentized Residual (Stud. Res.) in detecting outliers, since the Studentized deleted residual
results in much larger values for outliers than the Studentized residual.
Std. Res. = Standardized Residuals and is the raw residual divided by the standard error of the
estimate
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Influence Diagnostics:
Row
Cook’sDist Leverage
1
0.4025
0.3862
2
0.1335
0.2478
0.1630
3
0.0260
0.1171
4
0.2063
0.0999
0.0988
5
0.0992
6
0.0935
7
0.0212
0.1118
0.1316
8
0.0003
0.1671
9
0.0239
0.1347
0.2135
10
0.2637
11
0.0445

DFFITS*
-0.9133
-0.5107
-0.2184
0.7486
0.4718
0.4527
-0.1979
0.0242
-0.2087
-0.5188
-0.2853

*DFFITS statistic is a measure of the influence of a data point on regression prediction. It is
number of estimated standard errors the predicted value for a data point changes when the
observed value is removed from the data set before computing the regression coefficients.

95% Confidence:
Row
Predicted
1
30.5308
2
28.4042
3
26.4258
4
24.5851
22.8727
5
6
21.2796
7
19.7974
18.4184
8
9
16.5280
10
14.3057
11
11.5198

Regr. 5%
10.7367
12.5490
13.5660
13.6838
12.8613
11.2460
9.1463
6.8636
3.5086
-0.4123
-4.8372

Regr. 95%
50.3248
44.2594
39.2855
35.4865
32.8842
31.3131
30.4484
29.9733
29.5475
29.0238
27.8768

Pop. 5%
-6.9696
-7.1747
-7.9231
-9.0796
-10.5144
-12.1142
-13.7871
-15.4635
-17.8810
-20.7812
-24.2855

Pop. 95%
68.0311
63.9831
60.7746
58.2498
56.2599
54.6733
53.3819
52.3004
50.9370
49.3927
47.3252

Wandering Gravel Bed Stratum Statistics for Flood Plain Older than 75 years
Standard Error of Estimate = 6.8912

a
b

Coefficient Std. Error
124.1456
36.2535
0.0103
0.0023

Analysis of Variance:
DF
SS
Regression
1
1744.9364
Residual
6
284.9300
Total
7
2029.8663

t
3.4244
4.4518

P
0.0141
0.0043

MS
1744.9364
47.4883
289.9809

F
36.7445

P
0.0009
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Regression Diagnostics:
Row
Predicted Residual
1
50.2026
-2.8153
38.7598
3.4725
2
29.9252
8.7659
3
4
-8.5092
23.1043
-8.2418
17.8381
5
6.5578
6
12.1013
7.2134
7
0.1825
2.1757
3.3198
8

Std. Res.
-0.4085
0.5039
1.2720
-1.2348
-1.1960
0.9516
0.0265
0.3157

Influence
Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DFFITS
-1.0971
0.3240
0.7517
-0.7790
-0.7972
0.5604
0.0110
0.0805

Diagnostics:
Cook'sDist Leverage
0.6550
0.7011
0.0594
0.2577
0.1858
0.2268
0.2477
0.2052
0.2643
0.2231
0.1524
0.2100
0.0001
0.1502
0.0038
0.0668

95% Confidence:
Row
Predicted
1
50.2026
2
38.7598
29.9252
3
4
23.1043
5
17.8381
6
12.1013
7
7.2134
8
3.3198

Regr. 5%
36.0834
30.1992
22.6568
15.4654
9.8742
4.3733
0.6781
-1.0379

Regr. 95%
64.3217
47.3204
37.1936
30.7432
25.8019
19.8293
13.7488
7.6775

Stud. Res.
-0.7473
0.5849
1.4097
-1.3851
-1.3569
1.0707
0.0287
0.3268

Pop. 5%
28.2098
19.8491
11.5633
4.5926
-0.8101
-6.4474
-10.8709
-14.0963

Stud. Del.
-0.7163
0.5498
1.5737
-1.5330
-1.4877
1.0867
0.0262
0.3010

Pop. 95%
72.1953
57.6705
48.2871
41.6160
36.4862
30.6499
25.2977
20.7359
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Confined W andering Gravel Bed Stratum
Standard Error of Estimate = 20.1955

a
b

Coefficient
29.9130
0.0020

Std. Error
14.1570
0.0036

Analysis of Variance:
DF
ss
Regression 1
214.9140
3262.8734
Residual
8
Total
9
3477.7874
Regression Diagnostics:
Predicted
Row
Residual
1
29.1858
-18.1309
2
27.7840
-11.5453
-8.1856
3
26.4496
25.1792
20.3571
4
5
23.9699
35.6451
22.8186
9.9693
6
7
21.7226
15.3832
20.6793
-11.8162
8
9
19.2075
-19.2075
17.4067
-14.2929
10

Influence Diagnostics:
Row
Cook'sDist Leverage
0.4384
0.3964
1
2
0.0751
0.2551
0.0197
3
0.1668
4
0.0783
0.1194
0.1996
0.1031
5
6
0.0168
0.1096
7
0.0511
0.1325
8
0.0411
0.1666
0.2297
9
0.1750
0.1743
0.3209
10

95% Confidence:
Row
Predicted
1
29.1858
2
27.7840
26.4496
3
4
25.1792
5
23.9699
22.8186
6
7
21.7226
8
20.6793
19.2075
9
17.4067
10

Regr. 5%
-0.1340
4.2645
7.4306
9.0848
9.0181
7.3991
4.7677
1.6713
-3.1102
-8.9744

t
2.1130
0.5423

P
0.0676
0.6024

MS
214.9140
407.8592
386.4208

F
0.5269

Std. Res.
-0.8978
-0.5717
-0.4053
1.0080
1.7650
0.4936
0.7617
-0.5851
-0.9511
-0.7077

Stud. Res.
-1.1555
-0.6623
-0.4440
1.0742
1.8637
0.5231
0.8178
-0.6409
-1.0836
-0.8588

P
0.4886

Stud. Del.
-1.1842
-0.6373
-0.4206
1.0862
2.3175
0.4980
0.7992
-0.6155
-1.0973
-0.8431

DFFITS
-0.9596
-0.3729
-0.1882
0.4000
0.7856
0.1747
0.3124
-0.2752
-0.5991
-0.5796

Regr. 95%
58.5057
51.3036
45.4686
41.2737
38.9216
38.2381
38.6775
39.6873
41.5252
43.7879

Pop. 5%
-25.8460
-24.3890
-23.8553
-24.0944
-24.9424
-26.2387
-27.8387
-29.6214
-32.4349
-36.1173

Pop. 95%
84.2177
79.9570
76.7544
74.4528
72.8821
71.8759
71.2839
70.9800
70.8499
70.9307
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Confined W andering Gravel Bed Stratum for Flood Plain Older than 75 years
Standard Error of Estimate = 12.8016

a
b

Coefficient Std. Error
155.9027
81.4835
0.0114
0.0043

Analysis of Variance:
DF
SS
Regression 1
2351.4815
Residual
5
819.4087
Total
6
3170.8902

Regression Diagnostics:
Row
Predicted Residual
1
57.4641
■11.9278
2
43.2068
16.4081
3
32.4868
0.3011
4
24.4266
12.6792
5
18.3661
-9.5030
6
11.9743
11.9743
7
6.7696
-3.6557

Influence
Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Diagnostics:
Cook'sDist Leverage
4.7088
0.7390
0.3795
0.2559
0.0001
0.2008
0.1868
0.2273
0.1132
0.2384
0.1439
0.2069
0.0071
0.1317

95% Confidence:
Row
Predicted Regr. 5%
1
57.4641
29.1751
2
43.2068
26.5613
3
17.7392
32.4868
4
24.4266
8.7365
5
18.3661
2.2995
6
11.9743
-2.9937
7
6.7696
-5.1735

t
1.9133
2.6582

P
0.1139
0.0450

MS
2351.4815
163.8817
528.4817

F
14.3486

Std. Res.
-0.9317
1.2817
0.0235
0.9904
-0.7423
-0.9354
-0.2856

Stud. Res
-1.8238
1.4858
0.0263
1.1268
-0.8506
-1.0503
-0.3065

P
0.0128

Stud. Del. Res.
-2.8193
1.7783
0.0235
1.1668
-0.8226
-1.0641
-0.2767

DFFITS
-4.7440
1.0428
0.0118
0.6329
-0.4602
-0.5435
-0.1078

Regr. 95%
85.7531
59.8523
47.2345
40.1166
34.4328
26.9423
18.7126

Pop. 5%
14.0685
6.3288
-3.5743
-12.0301
-18.2542
-24.1775
-28.2383

Pop. 95%
100.8598
80.0848
68.5480
60.8833
54.9865
48.1261
41.7774
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Chapter 3 Population Genetics of Populus anaustifolia
Along the Upper Yellowstone River
Abstract
This genetic population study of Populus angustifolia (James) occurred along the upper
Yellowstone River, from Gardiner to Springdale, Montana. I investigated a 134-kilometer study
I
reach to determine if it was one genetic population or multiple subpopulations, if the population(s)
were in Hardy-W einberg equilibrium and if asexual reproduction was occurring. The study reach
had thirteen sites spread out along the river’s floodplain. All tree age classes were sampled.
Genomic DNA was extracted from newly emerging leaves, and two microsatellite primers
originally developed for P. trichocarpa were used. Loci were highly polymorphic with 35 alleles
and 54 alleles per locus. Unique genotypes observed per locus were 101 and 134 respectively.
There was one population found with no significant difference between

F St

(P = 0.059) when 13

subpopulations were tested and (P = 0.809) when testing 5 subpopulations. The estimate of FST
= 0.032 indicated about 97% of the total genetic diversity resides across the population. No
significant relationship (P = 0.155) was found for pairwise FST comparison by geographical
distance between 13 sites. However, the population was not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with
F|S = +0.287 for both primers. Null alleles may have been a small part of the cause of the
deficiency in heterozygosity found. Another strong possibility is that nonrandom mating is
occurring with close relatives mating more frequently. There is however gene flow throughout the
population (Gst = 0.02). The two microsatellite primers chosen allowed for precise clone
identification. The average likelihood of a second identical genotype occurring by chance was
0.000883. The identical genotypes identified as clones, occurred within randomly selected fixed
plots (100 m2) within 13 different sites.
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Introduction
Population genetics is the study of alleles of genes in populations, and the forces that
maintain or change the frequencies of particular alleles and genotypes in populations. A
population may have substructure because of differences in genetic variation among its
constituent parts for several different evolutionary reasons (selection, inbreeding, genetic drift,
gene flow, and mutation). Evolution is the change of frequencies of alleles in the gene pool
through time. Genetic variation enables species to survive and adapt to changing environments,
therefore, information on genetic variation of a species is fundamental to genetic management
and conservation (Butcher et al. 1999, Rajora et al. 2000, Rahman and Rajora 2002, Iddrisu and
Ritland 2004).
The amount of gene flow affects population structure and is influenced by the form of
pollination, seed dispersal mechanisms, life span, and mating system (Hedrick 2000). Human
activities that isolate and fragment populations can modify the direction and amplitude of these
forces and alter genetic variation (Young et al. 1993, Ouborg et al. 1999, Moriguchi 2001, Imbert
and Lefevre 2003, Keyghobadi et al. 2005). Hamrick et al. (1992) showed that woody species
with large geographic ranges, outcrossing breeding systems, and wind or animal-ingested seed
dispersal have more genetic diversity within species and populations but less variation among
populations than woody species with other combinations of traits. They also found tree species
with both sexual and asexual modes of reproduction maintained higher levels of genetic diversity
than species limited to sexual reproduction.
Narrowleaf cottonwood (Populus angustifolia James) occurs along stream banks,
generally between 1,500 and 3,000 m altitude. It is found from southwestern Alberta south in the
Rockies and on the high plains to western Texas and eastern and central Arizona, the mountains
of Sonora and Chihuahua, Mexico, on the high plains of western Nebraska, the mountains of
eastern and central Nevada, and in eastern Washington (Peattie 1950). It is a dioecious, windpollinated deciduous tree with wind and water seed dispersal. It uses sexual and asexual
reproductive mechanisms (Schier and Campbell 1976, Dickmann and Stuart 1983, Rood et al.
1994, Roberts 1999).
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My thirteen study sites along 134 km of the upper Yellowstone River flood plain focused
on P. angustifolia trees from Gardiner to Springdale, Montana. Much of the braided channel flood
plain along the upper Yellowstone River suffered habitat disturbance because of agricultural
clearing and cattle grazing. Additionally, sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9 had small, scattered cottonwood
patches that were naturally occurring and sites 1, 2, and 3 were separated from the rest of the
sites by a canyon. Fragmentation may decrease the genetic variation and may cause
subpopulations to form (Young et al. 1993, Keyghobadi et al. 2005). There has been limited
study of the genetic structure of P. angustifolia, which could limit the development of
management strategies designed to maintain stable, productive, and sustainable forest
populations of this species.
In a previous study (see chapter 2) along the upper Yellowstone River, large ranges of
tree establishment times within 100 m2 plots occurred, suggesting that asexual recruitment may
be maintaining forest cover of the original seedling established stands or what is left of the
original stands. I will use highly variable microsatellite markers for clone identification that have
been used successfully to identify clones of other Populus species (Dayanandan et al. 1998,
Butcher et al. 1999, Fay et al. 1999, Schoot et al. 2000, Rahman and Rajora 2002).
My objectives of this study were to (1) determine the population structure o f P.
angustifolia along the upper Yellowstone River, (2) estimate the amount of gene flow among sub
populations, and (3) determine if clone identification is possible with the microsatellite markers
used. I hypothesize that P. angustifolia in this study reach is one population with extensive gene
flow, and therefore should be in or close to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. I expect good dispersal
and gene flow because cottonwood trees have an efficient dispersal mechanisms for pollen
(wind) and seeds (wind and water). Because I chose highly polymorphic markers, I expect that
clone identification should be possible with a high degree of certainty that the second identical
genotype did not happen by chance.
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Methods
Study System
This study area covered approximately 134 kilometers offloodplain along the upper
Yellowstone River, from Gardiner to Springdale, Montana. The study reach had thirteen sites
sampled. Sites were labeled one to thirteen with site one 11.5 km from Gardiner and site thirteen
about 7.5 km from Springdale, the flow of the river is from Gardiner to Springdale (Figure 3.1).
These sample sites were from chapter two with the corresponding site identification found in table
3.1. Site sizes for the Wandering Gravel Bed, (WGB), Confined Wandering Gravel bed (CWGB),
Entrenched (E), and Confined Coarse Texture (CCT) were respectively 73.1, 44.5, 5.4, and 5.4
hectares. Three sites from WGB and CWGB strata were randomly selected from the total
amount of sites sampled for chapter 2; for E and CCT strata they are the same ones used in
chapter 2. Sites 1-3, 4-6, and 8-9, have a very small sample size because of the narrow flood
plain there. Additionally, site 12 had a small sample size (20 stems) because only two fixed plots
were sampled.

y Springdale
Livingston — . J

f
Subpopulation

s--11
Subpopulation
4 (11 km)

Pine Creek

Cmirtronf

-..Subpopulation
3 (11 km)
Point of Roc
Subpopulation 2 (20 km)

Canyon'-(Yankee Ji

l_Subpopulation
\
1 (2.3 km)

Gardiner

Figure 3.1. Upper Yellowstone River study sites between Gardiner and Springdale, Montana.
Flow of river is from Gardiner to Springdale, subpopulations have the distance between sites in
brackets.
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Table 3.1. Site identification from chapter 2 and the corresponding site identification for
chapter 3.
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
General location
1
Gardiner
Confined coarse texture 31
2
Confined coarse texture 30
Gardiner
Confined coarse texture 27
3
Gardiner
4
Entrenched 66
Point of Rocks
Confined wandering gravel bed 10
5
Point of Rocks
Confined wandering 9
6
Point of Rocks
7
Wandering gravel bed 30
Emigrant
Entrenched 50
8
Emigrant
Entrenched 43
9
Emigrant
Wandering gravel bed 25
10
Pine Creek
Wandering gravel bed 19
11
Pine Creek
W andering gravel bed 6
12
Springdale
Confined wandering gravel bed 6
13
Springdale

Collection of Plant Material
Eight hundred and forty-five total branches between 0.3 to 1 m long were collected from
each tree within all fixed plots (chapter 2) for all thirteen sites. Additional samples were collected
from sites 1,11, and 13 and were in groups of three. These groups were from flood plain
turnover sampled trees (chapter 2) which were the central tree sampled as well as the two closest
neighbors (groups of three). Additionally, eight 50 m long transect lines were established in the
middle of tree age patches under 35 years of age that did not have fixed plots. Samples were in
groups of three within 1 m2 quadrates placed every 10 m along transect lines. I placed dormant
branches in buckets of water and sprouted them at the University of Montana forestry
greenhouse. Harvested newly emerging leaves were stored at -80 °C prior to DNA extraction.
Markers
Because no specific primers for P. angustifolia were developed, ten DNA samples were
sent to Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee for testing. Fifteen markers
developed for P. trichocarpa were tested and nine loci showed excellent amplification and
revealed polymorphism in the test samples. From the nine markers two were selected based on
the amount of polymorphism, ability to run samples together, and ability to distinguish clones.
The two primers were:
Locus Name
ORNL 203
PMGC_2675

Forward primer sequence (5’- 3’)
CCACCAGGCAT GAGAT AT G A
CAC ACCG ACAAATT AT G AGT G

Reverse Primer sequence (5’- 3’)
T CAAAC C GAAAG GTCAACAA
TTTT AG AGT G AATTTT CCTGCG
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Genotypinq
Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaf tissue using two processes. QIAGEN plant
DNeasy mini kits were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions (N = 520)
(http://www.qiagen.com). The second method (N = 325) used a CTAB/ chloroform protocol
(Doyle and Doyle 1990) modified for use in a 96-well format. DNA yield per sample was
quantified and diluted approximately to 10 ng/pl. Both markers were amplified using standard
touchdown PCR conditions (annealing temperatures incremented from 62° C to 52° C for the first
10 cycles and then an additional 30 cycles at 52° C). Marker genotyping was performed by sizing
PCR-amplified DNA fragments with an incorporated 5’ fluorescent-labeled primer on an ABI 3100
automated capillary sequencer (Murdock Core facility in the health science complex at the
University of Montana) using an in-lane size standard for each sample. I assigned marker
genotypes automatically using the program GeneMapper (Applied Biosystems) and then verified
by eye.
Data Analysis
I tested 845 DNA samples gathered from the study reach. GenePop web version 3.4
was used to test these samples for genotypic disequilibrium using Fisher’s method for P-values.
Genotypic disequilibrium for one population was highly significant (P = 1.0 x1 O'20) for both loci.
Samples were broken into 5 subpopulations (1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-11, and 12-13) based on their
geographical proximity to each other (Figure 3.1). All five subpopulations had highly significant
genotypic disequilibrium. Gene linkage and/or asexual reproduction can result in highly
significant genotypic disequilibrium. To avoid gene linkage, the 15 loci originally tested were from
separate linkage groups as determined by their framework genetic map, which contained more
than 125 microsatellites. To avoid pseudo-linkage due to asexual reproduction, duplicated
genotypes from each site were removed from the sample. Three identical genotypes occurred in
three different sites and were left in the sample group. This reduced the sample size from 845 to
304 samples. Reduction to single genotypes per fixed plots resulted in sites with originally small
sample sizes to be further reduced in size (Table 3.2). No significant relationship (P - 1 .00) was
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found for genotypic disequilibrium, therefore, the loci were treated as independent and analysis of
the population continued with the 304 genotypes.
I used Fstat version 2.9.3.2 software (Goudet 2002) for my analysis unless specified
differently. Population structure was assessed using F coefficients to allocate genetic variability
to the total population level (T), subdivisions (S), and individuals (I) (Hedrick 2000).

F St

is a

measure of the genetic differentiation over subpopulations and was calculated as in W eir and
Cockerham (1984). I calculated pairwise FSTto test for differences between specific sites. HardyWeinberg expected and observed heterozygosity values were computed. Within population
distribution was assessed using the F-coefficient F|S (the measure of deviation from HardyWeinberg proportions within populations, I.e., inbreeding), and was calculated as in W eir &
Cockerham (1984).
An estimate of gene flow among populations can be computed from the multilocus value
of

G St

as:
Gs t = 1/ (4Nma + 1)

(Hall et al. 1994)

(1)

Were a = [n/n - 1]2, and n is the number of populations, and Nm is the number of migrants which
was calculated using GENEPOP 3.4 web version.
Identical genotype occurrence was investigated for the identification of clones (asexual
reproduction through root suckers). The probability that a genotype occurred more than once by
random mating was determined by assuming Hardy-Weinberg proportions using the frequency of
a genotype at locus k \ s P k = p2■
, for homozygotes and Pk = 2p,Pj for heterozygotes. Then, over all
loci examined, assuming independence of loci, the frequency of a multilocus genotype is the
product:
L
Pgen = n P*
K=1

Hedrick (2000) (2)

Where Pfc is the expected frequency of the genotype at locus k, and L is the number of loci. An
application using this approach has confirmed that Dolly, the sheep, was produced clonally from
mammary tissue from her mother (Ashworth et al. 1998). This approach has also been used for
identification of clones in plants (Parks and Werth 1993, Dow and Ashley 1998, Reusch et al.
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1998, Gerber et al. 2000, Reusch et al. 2000, Ivey and Richards 2001, Ainsworth et al. 2003,
Edwards and Sharitz 2003, Arnaud-Haond et al. 2005) including Populus (Roberts 1999,
Rottenberg et al. 2000).
Shoots originating from a surface root were tested to see if they would result in identical
genotypes as they were known root suckers. Twenty four shoots were tested.

Table 3.2. Reduction of sample sizes to unique genotypes per site for 13 and 5 populations.
Number
Number of unique genotypes
Number of unique genotypes
Site
13 Populations
5 Populations
of samples
14
1
Sites 1, 2, 3
39
= 22
2
30
5
3
10
3
4
47
8
Sites 4, 5, 6
52
15
= 40
5
42
17
6
41
Sites 7, 8, 9
7
88
26
8
= 61
8
9
21
12
42
10
92
Sites. 10, 11
11
87
= 129
260
12
21
6
Sites 12, 13
117
46
= 52
13
304
845
304
Totals
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Results
Microsatellite Polymorphism
The loci were highly polymorphic with the number of alleles per locus being 35 for
ORNL_203, and 54 for PMGC_2675; the unique genotypes observed per locus were 101 and
134 respectively. Allele frequencies for both loci are located in Figure 3.2. The most common
alleles at both loci had an approximate 17% frequency rate. Six alleles occurred once for
ORNL_203 and eleven occurred once for PMGC_2675. Many alleles were one base pair apart
for both loci (figure 3.2). It was determined that these were distinct alleles because an in-lane
size standard was run with each sample and alleles that were one base pair apart occurred on
the same 96-well plate.
Population Structure and Genetic Diversity
Thirteen sampling sites were tested for possible subpopulations to determine if there was
one population or several subpopulations. The FST (both loci) was very small

= 0.032, Table

( F St

3.3). Overall, there were marginal differences among subpopulations (P = 0.059) but significance
level was close to 0.05. There may or may not be a significant meaning at the biological level,
therefore geographical distances between the sites were compared with pairwise
No relationship was found with a P = 0.115. The majority of pairwise

F St

F St

(Figure 3.3).

comparisons were less

than 0.09 with five pairs greater than 0.1 (3|5, 3|8, 3| 11, 3j 12, and 8| 12) (Table 3.4). The pairs
greater than

F St

= 0.1 may be because of the extremely small size of site 3 (n = 3) and site 8 (n =

8). Because there was no significant differentiation found for thirteen subpopulations, the thirteen
sites were grouped into five subpopulations (Table 3.2). This kept the sites closest to each other
together (Figure 3.1) and helped to increase sampling size (n) (Table 3.2). Again, I tested the 5
subpopulation using pairwise
subpopulation

F St

F St

and all were similar

( F St

= 0.062; Table 3.5). Overall, the five

values for both loci were not significantly different (P = 0.809; Table 3.6),

therefore, the 5 subpopulations were determined to be one genetic population for this study.
The overall proportion of genetic variation due to differences among 13 subpopulations
was small, indicating that about 96.8% of the genetic variation resides across the population. The
relatively low value (FST = 0.032) indicates little population differentiation. The estimated gene
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flow (Nm = 8.23) for the private alleles method had a GSt = 0.019. Therefore, high levels of gene
flow were found throughout the population.
The expected heterozygosity for each locus was high (0.91) for the population (Table
3.7). The observed heterozygosity was lower (0.622) than the expected values with a deficiency
in heterozygotes when looking at the population as one population (Table 3.7). This was also the
case for five subpopulations (Table 3.8). Therefore, the deficiency of heterozygosity is consistent
throughout the population with similar observed and expected heterozygosity for both (1
population Hetexp. = 0.91, Hetobs. = 0.622 and 5 subpopulations HeteXp- = 0.908, Hetobs. = 0.651).
Identical Genotypes
Of the 845 samples collected for this study, 304 were unique genotypes for individual
sites. Because of this, the likelihood of a second identical genotype to occur by random mating
rather than by cloning was investigated. The most common occurring pair of alleles for
ORNL_203 was 216 | 218 with a frequency of 0.07895. The most common occurring pair of
alleles for PMGC_2675 were 170 | 170, with a frequency of 0.13158. An individual with the most
common genotypes combined (216 | 218 | 170 | 170) would have the probability of a second
identical individual occurring by random mating of P = 0.01, the highest probability for the
samples tested. The lowest probability possible with both pair of alleles only occurring once is P
= 1.08x1 O'5. The average likelihood of a second identical genotype occurring by random mating
was 8.83x10'4. Genotype 216 | 218 j 170 | 170 has the two most common loci alleles but, only
two trees occurred with this identical genotype and they both were within a 100 m2 plot.
However, genotype 216 |223 )170 |170 with a P = 2.16x10’3 had 22 identical genotype trees (the
largest group found) occurring in a 100 m2 fixed plot with 27 stems and 2 unique genotypes.
Genotype 211 | 228 | 179 | 201, which has a P = 2.17x1 O'5, occurred 12 times within a fixed plot
having 22 stems and 2 genotypes. Therefore, I concluded that trees that are not clones are very
unlikely to display the same allele combinations at these two loci, and hence, that the groups of
trees found identical with these markers are vegetative copies of each other (clones).
The 24 shoots tested that originated from surface roots resulted in identical genotypes as
the known parent tree.
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Figure 3.2. Allele frequency distributions for loci ORNL_203 (a), and PMGC_2675 (b). For
individual frequencies see appendix 2 tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 3.3. Relationship between pairwise F St and linear distances between sites. FSt and
distance as dependent independent variables.

Table 3.3. FST estimates for individual locus and total loci for 13 subpopulations.
Locus
ORNL 203
PMGC 2675
Total

P value
0.039
0.020
0.059

F st

0.042
0.022
0.032
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Both Loci

Table 3.6.

0.0522
0.0088
0.0314
0.0455
0.0357
0.0048
0.0280
0.0555
0.0412

4

2

0.0190
0.0391
0.0622

1

0.0462
0.0501
0.0478
0.0530

0.0092
0.0404
0.0828
0.0454
0.0264
0.0615
0.0138
0.0618

5

0.0145
0.0298

3

0.0077
0.0342
0.0373
0.0070
0.0283
0.0160
0.0304

6

0.0114

4

0.0607
0.0535
0.0090
0.0293
0.0234
0.0284

7

0.0777
0.0524
0.0283
0.1001
0.0594

8

0.0395
0.0415
0.0196
0.0409

9

0.0273
0.0165
0.0323

10

Pop. 1 (Fst)
0.042
Pop. 2 (Fs t)
0.019

Pop. 3 (Fs t)
0.059

75

Pop. 4 (Fs t)
0.027

Pop. 5 (Fst)
0.045

P=.
0.809

F St for five subpopulations and two-sided P-value obtained after 1000 permutations for both loci.
Pop. = population.

Population
1
2
3
4
5

-0.0082
0.1447
0.0817
0.0989
0.1176
0.0413
0.0726
0.1060
0.1847
0.0997

3

for five populations.

0.0407
0.0194
0.0390
0.0151
0.0310
0.0807
-0.0207
0.0039
0.0197
0.0149
0.0069

0
0.0484
0.0305
-0.0059
0.0660
0.0385
0.0500
0.0947
0.0538
0.0288
0.0476
0.0793
0.0354

F St

2

1

Table 3.5. Pairwise

Pop.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Table 3.4. Pairwise F St for populations.

0.0387
0.0068

11

0.0448

12

Table 3.7. Genetic diversity for the two primers for one population. Expected and observed
heterozygosities (HetExp. and HetObs.) an inbreeding coefficient (F|S) with the exact test of
departure from Hardy-Weinberg genotypic proportions - * -- indicates P< 0.01._________
No. of
No. of
Locus
HetExp.
alleles
genotypes
HetObs.
F is
ORNL 203
35
101
0.905
0.655
+0.233*
54
134
PMGC 2675
0.915
0.589
+0.339*
0.91
0.622
+0.287*
Overall

Table 3.8. Genetic diversity for five subpopulations. F|S was tested for departure from HardyWeinberg equilibrium with P<0.01 levels, all were significant (*). HetExp = expected
heterozygosity, HetObs = observed heterozygosity. __________________________ _________
Population
HetExp
Locus
No of allels
HetObs
Fis
Gardiner 1
14
0.914
0.636
O 203
+0.309*
0.864
O 203
Point of Rocks 2
17
0.775
+0.104*
21
O 203
Emigrant 3
0.886
0.705
+0.205*
Pine Creek 4
24
O 203
0.909
0.775
+0.148*
Springdale 5
21
0.927
0.827
O 203
+0.109*
0.902
0.744
Overall
+0.175’
P 2675
P 2675
P 2675
P 2675
P 2675
Overall

Gardiner 1
Point of Rocks 2
Emigrant 3
Pine Creek 4
Springdale 5

18
26
30
40
26

Both Loci
Overall

0.885
0.929
0.920
0.898
0.922
0.915

0.545
0.65
0.672
0.481
0.442
0.558

+0.389*
+0.303*
+0.271*
+0.466*
+0.523*
+0.39*

0.908

0.651

+0.283*
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Discussion
Population Structure
The thirteen P. angustifolia population sites studied were scattered over a 134 km strip
along both sides of the upper Yellowstone River, and, yet, no statistically significant difference
was found to separate them into 5 subpopulations

( F St

= 0.038, P = 0.809). This was not

surprising because P angustifolia occupies a large geographic range (Peattie 1950), is dioecious,
pollen and seeds are wind dispersed, and uses both sexual and asexual modes of reproduction
(Hamrick et al. 1992). Additionally, W eber and Stettler (1981) found no significant differentiation
o fte n P. trichocarpa populations of the Pacific Northwest from Chilliwack river drainage basin in
British Columbia to Santiam river drainage basin in Oregon, which is a much larger geographical
distance than my study. Arens et al. (1998) found that 9 study sites of P. nigra L. with some
hybrids of P. x euramericana along part of the Rhine river system (total of 143 trees sampled)
were very similar to each other (average similarity between all P. nigra trees was 82.7%) as well.
In spite of the high overall genetic similarity (P = 0.809, Table 3.6), the 5 subpopulations
were not entirely homogeneous (Table 3.5). Subpopulation 1 (sites 1, 2, and 3) had similar FST
values when paired with the other 4 subpopuiations. However, the remaining 4 subpopulations
are more sim ilar to the nearest down stream population than the other pairwise subpopulations,
although, no significant difference was found when the relationship between genetic and
geographic distance was tested (Figure 3.3). This is similar to the findings for P. trichocarpa
(Weber and Stettler 1981) where neighboring populations tended to cluster together even though
the relationship between genetic and geographic distance was not statistically significant.
Gene flow was evident with dispersal through the whole study reach when comparing
sites downsteam of each other (Gardiner to Springdale is a south - north gene flow). This
indicates that geography (Yankee Jim canyon), habitat fragmentation (clearing), and disturbances
(cattle grazing) on habitats occupied by P. angustifolia for this study reach has not reduced gene
flow. In addition, the enough gene flow occurs to counterbalance the effect of genetic drift in this
population and may play a role in shaping the genetic structure of the populations (Iddrisu and
Ritland 2004).
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However, gene flows were not tested for the neighboring P. trichocarpa trees occupying
small drainages entering the upper Yellowstone River and interface with the P. angustifolia
population. Hybridization of P. angustifolia with P. trichocarpa frequently occurs in wild
populations (Dickmann and Stuart 1983, Rood et al. 1994). A limited amount of hybridization was
apparent, lanceolate leaves were not as narrow as pure P. angustifolia but the overall phenotype
of the trees was closer to P. angustifolia than P. trichocarpa and was treated as P. angustifolia.
This means that the stands studied may be linked by periodical gene flow through a network of
smaller P. trichocarpa stands from the interface zone of where the two species meet (Weber and
Stettler 1981). A study on the amount of hybridization that has occurred would help reveal the
amount of gene flow occurring between the two species for this population of P. angustifolia.
Genetic Diversity within the Population
The observed heterozygosity deficiency is surprising because P. angustifolia is a
dioecious outcrossing species. This deficiency of heterozygosity was found throughout the
population (Table 3.7). There are several possible explanations; some of the excess of
homozygosity may be from null alleles. The existence of null alleles at low frequency is possible
in microsatellites because substitutions or deletions in the flanking region may prevent binding of
PCR primers or interfere with primer extension (Dow and Ashley 1998). More data than this
study provided was required to test for excess homozygote alleles from null alleles. However,
with only two loci examined, the amount of undetected null alleles is likely to be small and not
account for the level of heterozygosity deficiency found in this population of P. angustifolia, and it
is unlikely to be heterozygote deficient at both alleles due to null alleles.
A second very common reason for excessive homozygosity is from biparental inbreeding
(Turner et al. 1982). This can happen when relatives are very close to the subsequent offspring
and are contributing to seed production. Therefore, if some of the pollen does not travel very far
or some seeds have limited dispersal from their source, then localized areas can have very
closely related individuals breeding which can lead to increased homozygosity (Turner et al.
1982). Because of the longevity of P. angustifolia and that it reaches sexual maturity at an early
age (10 to 15 years of age, Dickmann and Stuart 1983), there is a high probability that close
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relatives (sons pollinating mothers, daughters being pollinated by fathers, etc.) will occupy the
same area. To identify parentage of trees within the site and to map out relatedness of the
individuals tested would require more loci to be analyzed than the two used for this study. In
addition, the distance that pollen travels would be an area for further investigation into why there
is a deficiency in heterozygosity. It may be that even though there is good dispersal there are
more closely related plants established near the parents than further away.
Additionally, hybridization with P. trichocarpa may be partly responsible for the
heterozygosity deficiency, as this same deficiency has been recorded for a population of P.
trichocarpa (W eber and Stettler 1981). Mitton and Grant (1980) found that male P. tremuloides
had excess homozygosity for three loci that females were heterozygous for. The sex ratio was
not investigated in this study and it could possibly contribute to the excess homozygosity.
Hybridization should increase heterozygosity, not decrease it, unless the heterozygote genes are
not selected for
Limited gene flow can also affect Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. However, there is good
gene flow throughout the population with G St = 0.019. It may be that even though there is good
seed dispersal occurring there is still a higher proportion of trees establishing close to their
immediate relatives than establish at longer distances. Trees are long-lived with many
generations overlapping in time. Seed dispersal probably does not cover the whole 134 km in
one event but eventually, the offspring genes find their way over the geographical distance with
relatives establishing a little further down stream every ten to fifteen years as the offspring reach
reproduction age. Seed may travel long distances by the river before washing up on shore, so
seed travel capacity needs to be investigated as well.
Identical Genotypes
Clone identification is important for three reasons: (1) so that they can be removed for
disequilibrium test of gene linkage; (2) so an effective sample size (n) is known; and (3) to be able
to confidently assign clones. My sample size was reduced from 845 to 304 unique individuals,
reducing the sample sizes at most sites to where grouping was needed to study population
structure and diversity. Arens et al. (1998) found a large amount of clones (82% clones for P.
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nigra) at each site which greatly reduced their sample sizes for unique genotypes. HardyWeinberg equilibrium should be tested for a clearly defined population which they felt was not the
case for their study sites which were geographically further apart than mine so grouping was not
an option for them.
Accurate identification of Populus clones is essential for effective selection, breeding, and
genetic resource management programs. Cottrell (2004) showed that the biodiversity of
England's native P. nigra L. subsp. betulifolia (Pursch.) clone banks were greatly reduced in size
as many duplicate genotypes were found when tested. This resulted in low genotype diversity in
restoration sites. One Forestry Commission bank contained many duplicated clones with only 17
separate genotypes of the original 36 samples and only two female genotypes. Knowing that
samples collected for restoration work are individual genotypes is important for keeping a high
degree of biodiversity in restored sites.
I selected two loci from the nine markers tested that had the highest polymorphism and
were able to identify duplicate genotypes. Rahman and Rajora (2002) tested microsatellite DNA
fingerprinting for six poplar species from three sections. While they did not test P. angustifolia
they did test P. trichocarpa and found that they were able to uniquely identify clones by their
genotypes using two of the 9 loci tested which were the most informative (highest polymorphism)
for genetic fingerprinting. They found that P. grandidentata clones could be uniquely fingerprinted
based on a single locus; P. maximowiczii on two loci; P. deltoides and P. nigra with three loci, and
P. balsamifera required five loci. Dayanandan et al. (1998) found that two loci were sufficient for
clone identification of P. tremuloides. For my study, the average probability of a second identical
genotype occurred by random mating was 8.83x1 O'4. Given this low probability, I concluded that
the two markers used provide precise clone identification.
The 24 shoots tested from known root suckering did not show any somatic mutation.
However, somatic mutation was probably recorded for a few individuals where only one allele
was shifted one or two base pairs and all the rest of the alleles were identical in the same 100 m2
plot in this study. Tuskan et al. (1996) found individual ramets varied slightly and incrementally in
their RAPD (randomly amplified polymorphic DNA) profile within mature stands of P. tremuloides
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and suggested that somatic mutations may be occurring and accumulating in these clonal stands.
Rottenberg et al. (2000) detected genetic variability in two unisexual populations of P. euphratica
(one all female, one all male isolated from each other), and suggested that it may reflect somatic
mutations accumulating in the ramets over a long period of time. However, in this study, slightly
different genotypes were identified as unique genotypes and not a clone that had undergone
somatic mutation even when they occurred within the same 100 m2 plot. More markers would be
needed to determine that somatic mutation had occurred, with a high degree of certainty, and the
individual was really a clone.
Implications for Management and Conservation
Understanding population genetic structure and genetic diversity is crucial in the
conservation of species under threat of extinction. It is also essential for the maintenance of
healthy populations and the breeding of tree species that may be useful economically.
Additionally, an understanding of the population genetic structure will benefit the rehabilitation of
habitats like riparian ecosystems that are heavily impacted by dams, water diversions, bank
stabilization projects, agricultural clearing, and urban land use through the planting of genetically
diverse cuttings (Abernethy and Turner 1987, Butcher et al. 1999). The estimate of FST = 0.032
in this study indicated about 97% of the total genetic diversity resides across the population.
Other studies are needed to see if the same diversity occurs in other populations of P.
angustifolia before any generalizations can be made. If it is, then fewer populations but more
individuals per population could be samples for breeding and restoration purposes as long as
selection of plant material is sufficiently spaced to avoid possible clones (Spencer et al. 1991).
Measures of genetic diversity are important, especially in the field of conservation
genetics. Since the ultimate goal of any conservation program is to preserve as many alleles as
possible, choices of populations to conserve in situ should be based also on allelic richness of the
population (Butcher et al. 1999). At the present time P. angustifolia is not in danger of becoming
extinct but many of the natural populations have been heavily impacted by dams, water
diversions, clearing and cattle grazing. There is little information about heterozygosity in other
populations for comparison. A more complete analysis of genetic population structure of P.
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angustifolia could help in the future if these natural populations are threatened and restoration
projects need a source of cuttings for these projects.
The lack of correlation between genetic and geographical distances in the population
over the 134 km study range suggests that when sampling, it may not be necessary to sample
sites evenly across the species range but more populations need to be sampled to see if there is
any isolation by distance from other P. angustifolia populations. Although P. angustifolia is widely
distributed, without any immediate threat of extinction, effective in situ conservation and
reasonable management of its populations in the wild will promote and enhance its adaptability to
changing environments, and sustain its gene pool and evolutionary potential.
In Canada, poplars are economically important for pulp, paper, and oriented stranded
board industries (FAO 1979). Many poplar species and their interspecific hybrids are suitable for
poplar culture and intensive forest plantations (FAO 1979, Dickmann and Stuart 1983). P.
deltoides, P. nigra of section Aigeiros and P. trichocarpa, P. balsamifera, and P. maximowiczii of
section Tacamahaca are the most important species for interspeciic poplar breeding programs
worldwide (Zsuffa 1975, FAO 1979, Dickmann and Stuart 1983). These species and their
interspecific hybrids are suitable for short-rotation intensive poplar culture and agroforestry and
constitute more than 90% of the cultivated poplars of the world (Dickmann and Stuart 1983).
Because P. angustifolia root very readily from cuttings, it may also have a future as a plantation
tree in its natural range or a source for a new hybrid tree (Dickman and Stuart 1983). If P.
angustifolia was to be investigated as a new possibility of a new hybrid cross or plantation tree,
identification of clones would be important
Clone identification is an important component of advanced breeding programs that rely
on controlled crosses or on the correct identification of clones for mass propagation programs.
Conventional clone identification systems, based on 64 morphological, phonological, and floral
characteristics, are “difficult, ambiguous, time consuming, and subjective” (Rahman and Rajora
2002). Allozyme and RAPD markers have been used since the late 1980’s. However, allozyme
markers are limited by their numbers and low polymorphism levels and RAPD markers are limited
by their dominant nature and problems in reproducibility (Ellsworth et al. 1993). A highly
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polymorphic, consistent, and codominant marker such as microsateilites have been used and
have detected incorrectly identified individuals in controlled-cross pedigrees, identification of
hybrids, and clones in plant banks that want unique genotypes not multiple copies of the same
genotype (Dayanandan et al. 1998, Butcher et al. 1999, Gerber et al. 2000, Cottrell 2004).
Rahman and Rajora (2002) showed that microsatellite markers can be used to accurately identify
Populus clones and cultivars for six poplar species from three sections. This study has shown
that microsatellite DNA fingerprinting for P. angustifolia is an affective way to identify clones of
this species so that effective selection, breeding, and genetic resource management is possible.
It also allows for further studies into clonal reproduction ecology, which was limited in the past
because of limitations associated with different methods of clone identification.
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Appendix 2
Table 1. Allele frequencies for locus ORNL_203 with upper and lower confidence intervals
(alpha = 0.95).
ORNL 203
Frequency
Lower Confidence interval
Upper Confidence Interval
0.000903
0.011914
191
0.00329
0.011914
204
0.00329
0.000903
0.002561
0.016792
207
0.00658
0.028004
0.059995
0.04112
208
0.00987
0.00453
0.021361
209
0.107008
0.160776
210
0.13158
0.0227
0.052224
211
0.03454
0.00453
0.021361
212
0.00987
0.009257
0.00164
0.00029
213
214
0.06579
0.048683
0.088348
0.017529
0.044319
215
0.02796
0.19953
0.16776
0.140168
216
0.068709
0.114086
217
0.08882
0.090664
0.141163
218
0.11349
0.033413
219
0.04770
0.067662
0.032104
0.010132
220
0.01809
0.005588
221
0.01151
0.023572
0.003518
0.019105
222
0.00822
0.018807
0.04631
0.02961
223
0.001679
224
0.00493
0.014406
0.045871
0.06250
0.084623
225
0.008958
0.030009
226
0.01645
0.021394
227
0.03289
0.050261
0.011914
0.00329
0.000903
228
0.00987
0.00453
229
0.021361
0.01645
0.008958
0.030009
230
0.001679
0.00493
0.014406
231
0.00164
0.00029
0.009257
232
0.000903
0.011914
233
0.00329
0.000903
0.011914
235
0.00329
237
0.00987
0.00453
0.021361
0.011914
0.00329
0.000903
239
0.000903
0.011914
242
0.00329
0.00164
0.00029
0.009257
245
0.009257
0.00164
0.00029
261
Total

1.00000
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Table 2. Allele frequencies for locus PMGC_2675 (P_2675) with upper and lower confidence
intervals (Cl) (alpha = 0.95).
Lower Cl
P 2675
Frequency
Upper Cl
P 2675
Frequency
Lower Cl
Upper Cl
0.00164
0.00029
160
0.009257
222
0.00987
0.021361
0.00453
167
0.00164
0.00029
0.009257
223
0.00329
0.000903 0.011914
0.015007
168
0.02467
0.040304
224
0.01151
0.005588 0.023572
0.135614
0.194277
0.00164
169
0.16283
225
0.00029
0.009257
0.17434
0.146254
170
0.206519
226
0.01316
0.006682
0.025747
0.030697
171
0.04441
0.06384
227
0.00329
0.000903
0.011914
0.00987
172
0.03783
0.025338
0.056124
228
0.00453
0.021361
175
0.01645
0.008958
0.030009
229
0.00493
0.001679 0.014406
0.001679
176
0.00493
0.014406
230
0.00822
0.003518 0.019105
177
0.08882
0.068709
0.114086
232
0.00493
0.001679 0.014406
0.00164
0.009257
178
0.00329
0.000903
0.011914
233
0.00029
179
0.07237
0.054348
234
0.095758
0.00493
0.001679 0.014406
0.00164
0.00029
0.009257
180
0.01151
0.005588
0.023572
236
181
0.06579
0.048683
0.00164
0.009257
0.088348
240
0.00029
0.04605
0.032052
0.065754
183
0.00164
184
0.00029
0.009257
1.00000
Total
0.00822
0.003518
185
0.019105
186
0.00329
0.000903
0.011914
187
0.01151
0.005588
0.023572
0.00164
0.00029
188
0.009257
0.005588
189
0.01151
0.023572
191
0.00329
0.000903 0.011914
0.00164
0.00029
193
0.009257
0.00658
0.002561
0.016792
195
0.00164
0.00029
197
0.009257
199
0.01151
0.005588
0.023572
201
0.01480
0.007807
0.027891
0.006682
202
0.01316
0.025747
0.00164
203
0.00029
0.009257
204
0.00987
0.00453
0.021361
0.00987
206
0.00453
0.021361
207
0.00164
0.00029
0.009257
208
0.00658
0.002561
0.016792
210
0.00987
0.00453
0.021361
211
0.00329
0.000903
0.011914
0.00822
0.003518 0.019105
212
214
0.00493
0.001679 0.014406
218
0.00493
0.001679 0.014406
0.00164
0.00029
219
0.009257
0.00987
220
0.00453
0.021361
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Chapter 4 Clonal Recruitment of Pooulus anpustifolia
Along the Upper Yellowstone River; Extent and Requirements
Abstract
Seedling reproductive ecology of cottonwood trees is well understood but clonal
reproduction ecology is just starting to be studied. A clone is a genetically uniform group of
individuals (ramets) derived originally from a single individual by clonal (also known as asexual
and vegetative) propagation, and the whole plant comprises the genet. River regulation has
dramatically altered natural patterns of river flow and rates of sediment delivery along rivers that
negatively influence seedling recruitment, but it may also have possible consequences for clonal
regeneration strategies in cottonwood species. Conservation and restoration strategies will
benefit from a greater understanding of the ways in which dynamic physical processes on the
flood plain influence clonal recruitment. This chapter describes an investigation into the relative
extent of clonal recruitment and spatial distribution of Populus angustifolia along a gravel bed
river. Sexual and clonal recruits were identified by microsatellite DNA analysis using two highly
polymorphic loci. Population genetics analysis found that trees in the study reach were one
population. Regeneration through clonal recruitment accounted for 71 % of the trees, on average,
observed across the study reach. However, the highest amount of clonal recruitment occurred in
the confined coarse texture strata (85%). This was attributed to the high-gradient, large cobble
substrate and low sinuosity of this stratum which had limited seedling recruitment beds. In
relating hydrological data to recruitment, large flood events (10 year frequency or greater) had a
positive effect on clonal recruitment with a significant association between flood events and the
amount of clonal recruitment (P = 0.001). Clonal recruitment within established cottonwood
stands resulted in uneven age-patches as genets comprised of many stems from multiple
recruitment events survived to become mature trees. These analyses suggest that clonal
recruitment plays a major role in P. angustifolia recruitment along one of the longest unregulated
rivers in the continental United States. Understanding clonal reproduction will allow informed
decisions about management, conservation, and restoration efforts in the diminishing riparian
habitat and supply an additional tool that may be used for restoration.
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Introduction
Riparian areas occupy only a small percentage of the total land area, but they support the
highest densities and diversities of animal life including abundant bird population (Mosconi and
Hutto 1982, Finch and Ruggerio 1993, Tellman et al. 1993). However, despite their importance,
more than fifty percent of riparian areas within western North America have been lost due to
activities such as agricultural clearing, urban land use, damming, and diversion of rivers, stream
chanelization, and a variety of other factors (Abernethy and Turner 1987, Rood and Mahoney
1990). Many of North Am erica’s western riparian forests consist mainly of cottonwoods of various
Popuius species, which are well adapted to the dynamic zones adjacent to rivers and streams
(Braatne et al. 1996). Management, restoration and conservation of the remaining riparian
forests are hindered by a lack of understanding of the reproductive ecology of cottonwoods.
Management programs have focused on the hydrological requirements for seedling
establishment and subsequent survival (Baker 1990, Scott et al. 1993, Stromberg et al. 1991,
1993, Mahoney and Rood 1998). Although the potential for clonal reproduction has been
acknowledged for poplars, much less attention has been focused on clonal recruitment
processes.
Cottonwoods have the capacity to clonaly propagate through a number of mechanisms
which include root suckers, stem sprouts, branch fragment propagation, and burial and
resprouting of flood-trained saplings (Everitt 1968, Schierand Campbell 1976, Shaw 1976, Rood
et al. 1994, Gom and Rood 1999a). Clonal reproduction in poplars has many advantages over
sexual reproduction including:
1) rapid increase in size in their first few years of life, which enhances later survival and
reproductive potential
2) movement is possible (by the genotype), which means bad environments can be left
for better ones
3) larger areas can be occupied and resources captured
4) young ramets have much lower mortality than young seedlings
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5) genets have the potential of extending life expectancy by hundreds and even
thousands of years
6) increased fitness within the population by increasing the genotype contribution of seed
or pollen, because of the increased number of mature ramets
7) ramets are able to establish and survive where seedlings can not
(Barnes 1966, Mitton and Grant 1980, Willson 1984, Cook 1985, Krasny et al. 1988, Schmid
1990, Silvertown and Lovett Doust 1993, Barsoum 2002, Fischer and Kleunem 2002, Pan and
Price 2002, Peltzer 2002). There are disadvantages in that there is no genetic recombination and
little long distance dispersal. A genus that uses both clonal and sexual reproduction such as
Popuius benefits from the advantages of both forms of reproduction.
Although propagation of most Popuius species clonally is possible in greenhouse
conditions (Schier and Campbell 1976), in their natural settings, there are differences in
reproductive strategies between different species and within different habitats of the same
species. Popuius angustifolia uses clonal recruitment that results in mature trees permitting
stand replenishment even in the absence of major seedling recruitment events in southwestern
Alberta (Shaw 1976). Roberts (1999) found that over half of the regeneration of P. angustifolia
was from clonal recruitment in northern Utah. However, Merigliano (1996) noted very young root
sucker (ramets) growth of P. angustifolia in Idaho, but apparently, very few survived to maturity.
New studies have sought to document the relative role of sexual versus asexual
recruitment for four different species of cottonwoods, P. trichocarpa, P. balsamifera, and P.
angustifolia, of the Tacamahaca section and P. deltoides and P. nigra of the Aigeros section
(Rood et al. 1994, McKay 1996, Gom and Rood 1999 a,b, Roberts 1999, Barsoum 2002).
Studies have found that the amount of clonality ranged from 40% to 97% for these different
species. However, there were a variety of mechanisms used in clone identification, different age
classes were accessed between these studies, not all studies included all forms of clonal
reproduction, and different measures of clonality were used, making it difficult to compare across
studies (Rood e ta l. 1994, McKay 1996, Gom and Rood 1999a, b, Roberts 1999, Barsoum 2002).
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The different means of ramet identification has resulted in some of the differences found
when comparing studies. In the past, the only way to demonstrate that two trees were copies
was to observe the link between them. This is impossible in most cases especially when
evaluating mature trees, and equally confounding is that such links disappear with time
(Legionnet et al. 1997). Furthermore, in older stands clonal propagation does not leave any
characteristic traces, thus limiting excavation to newly established sites and then trying to infer
the extent of survival and therefore the amount of clonality existing in mature stands (Legionnet et
al. 1997). An indirect method to detect ramets is to fingerprint the individuals with markers which
remain constant at all physiological stages and display enough polymorphism to allow the
characterization of individuals. Since the late 1980’s allozyme and RAPD (Random Amplification
of Polymorphic DNA), markers have been used, however, allozyme markers are limited by their
numbers and low polymorphism levels, and RAPD markers are limited by their dominant nature
and problems in reproducibility (Ellsworth et al. 1993, Sigurdsson et al. 1995). Rahman and
Rajora (2002) showed that microsatellite DNA markers allow us to distinguish genotypes pf
Popuius with a low risk of error, and this method has been used to assess the clonal composition
of natural stands and gene banks. A number of studies comparing different DNA methods of
identification have always found that microsatellite markers, as long as highly polymorphic ones
are selected, are superior to other forms of DNA analysis for clone identification (Butcher et al.
1999, Gerber et al. 2000, Arnaud-Haond et al. 2005).
In this paper, I combined cottonwood ecology with population genetics to investigate the
extent and some possible variables that might affect clonality. With the use of highly polymorphic
microsatellite markers for clone identification, I measured the extent of clonality across all age
classes of trees thereby eliminating the guesswork that may be happening in mature stands.
Some studies have found that flood events promote clonal recruitment (Everitt 1968, McKay
1996, Roberts 1999, Barsoum 2002, Hughes 2003), however, there is not enough information
about the association of hydrology, ecological, and biological differences and clonal regeneration
to formulate any general information that could be used in conservation and restoration efforts
like the “recruitment box” model developed for seedling recruitment (Mahoney and Rood 1998).
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This study will help to answer some of these questions for P. angustifolia. Investigation into the
extent of clonality of P. angustifolia along the upper Yellowstone River, Montana, will increase the
knowledge of clonal recruitment and what factors may be associated with clonal recruitment that
leads to mature stands. The importance of the relationship between flood events and clonal
recruitment, and between soil texture, surface elevation, stand density, stand proximity to rivers
edge, and the age of stands in relationship to the amount of clonal recruitment occurring are
discussed.
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Methods
Study Site
The study reach is along the upper Yellowstone River corridor from Gardiner to
Springdale, Montana, which is approximately 134 kilometers. I stratified by channel and flood
plain morphology because of the differences that occurred along the length of the study area.
Sampling occurred along four of the six strata identified that were:
1) WGB -- wandering gravel-bed (Nanson and Croke, 1992)
2) CWGB -- confined wandering gravel-bed (adapted from Nanson and Croke, 1992
3) E - entrenched (Rosgen, 1994)
4) CCT -- confined coarse textured (Nanson and Croke, 1992)).
For detailed information for the study area see chapter two. Figure 4.1 shows the schematic of
the study reach.
Sampling Design
The total area within each stratum was split into several equal-sized polygons called
‘sites’. Site sizes for the WGB, CWGB, E, and CCT strata were respectively 73.1, 44.5, 5.4, and
5.4 hectares. Of the nine and eight sites sampled for WGB and CWGB respectively from chapter
two, three sites were randomly chosen. The three sites sampled for E, and CCT strata in chapter
2 were used for this investigation. For criteria see chapter two.
One of three sites along each stratum was randomly chosen for a broader investigation
into clonality within each age-patch: these were WGB 19, CWGB 6, E 50, and CCT 31. This
additional sampling was set up to study the genetic diversity across the age-patches that just had
one (the majority) to four fixed plots to assess clonal extent. Because fixed plots were too small
to encompass a complete genet as studies have shown that root suckers can cover 100 to 300 m
(Roberts 1999, DiFazio 2002), additional sampling helped to assess the amount of variation
occurring within the age-patch. For example, if the age-patch is small and only one fixed plot
represents the clonal extent and only one genet makes up the total number of trees in the plot it
could be extrapolated that the age-patch is made up of a single large clonal group. The other
extreme is also possible, where no clones occur within the fixed plot suggesting that clonal
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recruitment does not occur in this age-patch. Sampling across age-patches prevented false
assumptions based only on the randomly selected fixed plots. Therefore, additional sampling
involved using trees cored to delineate the age-patches in chapter 2. Cored trees were included
as the primary tree and two nearest neighbors because I reasoned that if clonal recruitment
occurred, trees close to each other were most likely to be clones.
Additional sampling was also done within two sites (WGB 19 and CWGB 6) for agepatches less than 35 years old that were not sampled with fixed plots, including three in 10 year
age-patches. Most of the sites that had fixed plots in these young age-patches (excluding the 10
year age-patches) were not randomly selected for the DNA analysis. Because these young
stands had over a hundred stems in some of the plots sampled for chapter 2, DNA analysis would
be too expensive. Instead a 50 m transect line was run through the age-patch and three samples
from stems the furthest away from each other within a 1 m2 quadrat w ere sampled every 10 m.
Some 10-year age-patches had two very different heights of trees even though the trees
were the same age. Transect line sampling method was done at one o f these new recruitment
zone in WGB 19 for a comparative study of two identical age trees but with two very different
heights. This 10-year age-patch had one group 3 to 5 m tall furthest from the river and at slightly
higher surface elevation than the other group, which was 0.1 to 0.6 m tall out in front of the taller
saplings, closest to the river. Two 50 m transect lines had samples collected from both the tall
and short cottonwood recruits. The two sizes of the same age cottonwood recruits suggest that
the tall cottonwoods originated from clonal recruitment while the short ones were from seedling
recruitment. I collected samples from both transect lines to analyze the recruitment mechanism
of these two different sized but same age new recruits.
Excavation of the short height class of seedling revealed that the multiple short stems
were actually tips of one multiple branched seedling. This could be considered a form of cloning
if more than one of the small branches developed into separate stems but I was interested in
mainly root suckering. Therefore, I did not classify this as a clonal growth form just as I did not
count the coppice growth trees found at all of the sites sampled. One example of the buried
seedlings was within one quadrat there were 17 stems above ground surface which were actually
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4 individual trees when excavated. Samples were only taken from known individual plants after
excavation.
Site E 50 was the randomly picked site; it had very few trees with most of them sampled
within the fixed plots. Only one additional lone tree was sampled therefore there was no need to
do age-patch delineation. CCT 31 was the randomly picked site for the CCT strata which did not
have age-patch delineation done as only the two braided channels had this done in chapter 2.
Age-patch sampling for delineation was done including sampling in groups of three with only the
delineation tree cored for CCT 31. A second randomly placed fixed plot was also sampled as the
age-patch was quite large with one fixed plot. Coring of all trees within the plot occurred at
ground level and sample branches collected for each tree.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of sampling design with primary strata (bold type) and landmarks labeled
along entire study area. Example of random selection of sample units, or sites, is shown in circle.

Tree Dating
Cottonwood trees were dated using ring counts from cores taken with a 0.2 meter long,
12 mm diameter increment corer. Trees were cored at ground level or corrected to ground level if
it was necessary to take a sample higher as described in chapter two. Age-patches and fixed
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plots sampled from the three sites selected per strata were the same as in chapter two, and were
used in this data analysis. All trees were cored and dated within fixed plots, however if two or
more stems originated from one tree (determined by visual observation), only one stem was
cored and the group of stems were counted as one tree. This form of clonal recruitment (coppice
growth) was not included in this study.
Wide ranges in tree ages (10 to 200 years) occurred within fixed plots (see chapter 2).
Much of this range is well beyond tree ageing error, so reproduction was clearly occurring within
established forest. Genetic markers can separate vegetative reproduction (clones) from sexual
reproduction (seedlings), and stand age structure and the timing of recruitment events can be
inferred from stem ages.
Hydrology

Annual peak discharges were obtained from US Geological Survey gage records for the
Livingston (06192500) and Corwin Springs (06191500) stations. The Corwin Springs record
years were 1890-1893, 1911 to present, while the Livingston record years were 1897 to 1905,
1929 to 1932, 1938 to present. Years missing from both records were 1894 to 1896 and 1906 to
1910. These records were combined to yield a more complete flood record for Livingston.
Annual peaks for missing years at Livingston, but measured at Corwin Springs, were predicted
using regression analysis of observed flows common to both gages (R2 = 0.965).
Numbers of clones per unique genotypes within fixed plots were assessed to see if there
was an association between flood events and clonal establishment using linear regression. Since
root suckers originate from shallow adventitious roots, trees 50 years and younger were cored at
root collar level and core ages represent their true age. Older trees, depending on how long ago
they suckered, may have one to three years of initial growth buried depending on the deposition
level at a specific point, though no correction was applied. Seedlings have much slower growth in
their initial years so the real age may be a bit older than the cored age even for trees less than 50
years. This will result in noise in the data but the noise should not hide a strong association.
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Collection of Plant Material
I collected P. angustifolia branches between 0.5 to 1 m long from each tree within
all fixed plots during March 2003. Collections of additional branch samples in March 2004 were
from another randomly chosen site from each stratum.
Branch samples collected from seedling patches were 15 cm long (the height of the
seedling). Dormant branches from trees and seedlings were placed in buckets of water and
sprouted at the University of Montana Forestry greenhouse. Newly emerging leaves were
harvested and stored at -80 °C prior to DNA extraction.
Microsatellite DNA Analysis
I picked two primers from separate linkage groups that were highly polymorphic. This
gave a high degree of confidence because the frequency of genotypes occurring a second time
by sexual reproduction in close proximity to each other was very small (average = 0.000883). For
the assessment of the primers and clone identification see chapter 3. Genomic DNA was
extracted from young leaf tissue by the processes outlined in chapter 3. Additionally, clone
identification methods can be found in chapter 3.
Clonal Diversity
The clonal or genotype diversity is often estimated as Pd = 1 - (G/N), where G is the
number of distinct genotypes identified and N is the number of shoots analyzed within each stand
(Arnaud-Flaond et al. 2005). However, for a monoclonal stand (i.e., with a single genotype), this
index would indicate a different value of genotypic diversity depending on the stand density
(number of stems), and thus I chose to use a modified formula:
Clonality = 1 —(G-1 )/(N-1)

(2)

which will always be one for a single clone stand and zero for maximal genotypic diversity, when
every sampled stem is a new genet (Dorken and Eckert 2001, Arnaud-Haond et al. 2005). This
formula was used as a measure of clonality occurring within each fixed plot which represents the
clonality within the age-patch if there is only one fixed plot. If two or more fixed plots are within an
age-patch then their mean is used for that age-patch.
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The mean clonality was calculated for each stratum, as well as for the whole study reach.
The Kruskal-Wallis statistic was used to analyze clonality differences between strata. The
additional sampling in groups of three for clonality, will be used to assess the clonality found
within age patches as mentioned earlier, however, clonality found by this additional sampling will
not be added into the overall clonality found within stratum or for the whole study reach because
of the different sampling methods.
Environmental Factors
Sixty-eight fixed plots were surveyed with a Topcon GTS 211D total station. Precision
was about 2 cm (0.75 in). This information was used to access the association, if any, between
clonal extent and surface height of age-patches. Soil pits dug at the center of the surveyed plots
recorded the depth of fine sediment to course gravel or the cobble layer (chapter 2) and soil
samples of the fine sediment were collected for soil texture analysis. Soil texture was the
percentage of sand, clay, and silt. Regression analysis was used to asses the importance that
depth of fine sediment and soil texture had on clonality. Seventy-seven (68 surveyed plus 9
additional plots), fixed plots had stem density within fixed plots, and distance from the rivers edge
to the fixed plot, recorded and analyzed with the use of regression analysis, to see if either
variable affects clonality. All of the variables were also assessed using multiple regressions to
see how much affect the combined variables had on clonality.
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Results
Microsatellite Polymorphism
Microsatellites analysis allowed for the identification of genotypes in this study with the
use of two loci. The study population was determined to be one genetic population (chapter 3)
and therefore did not need to be split into sub-populations for loci frequency determination. The
amount of clonal recruitment occurring within fixed plots was the main focus of this study.
Therefore, it was appropriate to use the probability of a second identical genotype occurring for a
tree within a close proximity to the first one (from random mating) as a measure of how confident
I was for assigning clone designation to identical genotypes occurring within fixed plots. Because
the two loci had a high degree of polymorphism, 35 alleles for ORNL_203 and 54 alleles for
PMGC_2675, the probability of identifying two separate genets as one genet in close proximity
was very low. Allele frequencies for both loci are located in table 4.1, chapter 3.
Clonal Diversity
For all of the 304 P. angustifolia samples, all identical genotypes were estimated to have
a probability of less than 0.001 (except one that was 0.010), of having originated from two or
more distinct events of sexual reproduction (i.e., distinct genets); the average probability was
0.000883. All strata had similar clonal extent within fixed plots (Figure 4.2). Clonality for the
whole study reach equaled 71.25% while individual strata were: WGB = 69.05%. CWGB =
73.97%, E = 66.61%, and CCT = 85.32%. Differences between strata were not statistically
significant (Kruskal-Wallis test statistic = 2.537, P = 0.47).
Clonal Stand Structure
A spatial pattern of individual genotypes within fixed plots is strong evidence for clonal
establishment. Ramets ranged in age from 5 years to 295. Clones were found in all sampled
age-patches with no significant association found between patch age clonality (P = 0.42). The
large range in age found within fixed plots in chapter two was apparently due to clonal
establishment and mature stands were made up of small polyclonal groups. One example of a
fixed plot age range was a genet 138 years old with a range of 128 years and the fixed plot was
within a 226 year age-patch (Figure 4.3). A second plot in the same age-patch was made up of
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three stems and two different genotypes from the first plot. Even when there was no spread in
age, or less than ten-year-spread, clones made up the relatively even-aged plots (Figure 4.4). A
plot within a 151 -year old age-patch is an individual example of a three-year age range for one
genet (Figure 4.5). Clonal groups within fixed plots had multiple recruitment events that resulted
in survival of sprouts to mature trees (Figure 4.6, 4.7, 4.8). Only one plot had clonal recruitment
limited to the last 10 years. The oldest ranet was 35 year old, while the other 9 ramets were less
than 10 years old.
Fixed-plot and across-age-patch clonalities were similar (Table 4.1); any differences were
not statistically significant (P = 0.84). Thus, random sampling of clonality with fixed plots is
representative of what was happening within the age-patch. The sampling throughout each agepatch established that age patches were poly-clonal with many different genotypes, and no monclonal age-patches were found. Even when multiple plots within age-patches had 100% clonality,
plots had different genotypes.
Eight delineated 10-year age-patches were noted in 2004 to have two very distinct height
classes. One sampled 10-year-age-patch one class 3 to 5 m in height while the other class was
0.1 to 0.6 m tall. The tall saplings had diameters from 2 to 6 cm at approximately 1 m height from
ground level. Growth rings for both sizes in March 2004 were 3 to 5 years old at ground level
with a minimum 0.5 m of deposition of cobble determined from excavation. Clonality along the
transect line was 73%. The transect line through the short height class found seedling 0.1 to 0.6
m tall with the same range in growth rings of 3 to 5 years and 0.5 m maximum deposition. It had
0% clonality but many of the stems close to each other originated from one seedling that was
buried and the tips of their branches were above ground making it appear to be many more
seedling stems than actual number of seedlings.
Ecological Associations of Clonality
Hydrology
Peak spring flows are important to seedling recruitment and have been reported to play a
major role in clonal recruitment in other species and drainages (McKay 1996, Roberts 1999,
Samuelson and Rood 2004). Peak spring flows greater than an estimated flood return frequency
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of ten years (Figure 4.9) appear to generate more clonai recruitment than lesser flows (Figure
4.10). However, there appears to be establishment in most years (Figure 4.10). Linear
regression of the number of clones to peak flow was significant with P = 0.001 indicating that
there is a pattern of higher clonal expansion with higher flow years. However, only 11 % of the
variation is explained by this relationship. The establishment of 1904, 1930, and 1946 probably
corresponds to 1902, 1928, and 1943 events respectively as trees were cored at ground level
while the actual recruitment level would be below ground level making the recorded tree ages
younger then the true age. The 1982 (790.13 cms) is under the 10 year estimated recurrence
event of 814.93 cms even though there was a large count for established clones associated with
this flow. There are no large counts associated with the peak flood flow for 1911 (estimated at
849 cms).
There are only a few years in which no clonal recruitment was detected (Figure 4.11) and
these correspond to flows below the estimated 2 year flood recurrence discharge. The 1991,
1993 and 1995 discharges were at an estimated 3-year-flood-return interval. This lack of
recorded establishment may be more of a sampling artifact than what really occurred as very few
saplings were sampled; the emphasis was on mature stands. Additionally there were many more
years with peak discharge below 579 cms (2-year return) that had clonal recruitment occurring
than the few years in which no apparent clonal recruitment occurred.
Environmental Factors
A number of variables, in addition to peak flows, were also investigated to see if there
were any relationships between them and the amount of clonality recorded. These variables
were: soil texture (sand %, clay %, and silt %), depth of the fine sediment deposition, stem
density (number of stems) within plots, surface height of plots, patch age, and the distance the
plot was from the rivers edge. A significant correlation between clonality and stem density was
found (r = 0.245, P = 0.032) (Table 4.2). However, stem density only explains 6% of the variation
in clonality within fixed plots.
Soil texture was tested to see if there was a correlation between percent sand and silt,
sand and clay, and silt and clay. There was no significant correlation found between; the smallest
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correlation was sand and clay P = 0.469 (B = -0.457). Individually sand explained 0.3% of the
variation found in clonality, clay, 0.1%, and silt, 0.2%. Depth of sediment deposits from which soil
texture samples were taken explained 0.8% of the variation in clonality.
As mentioned earlier, there was no significant difference found between the amounts of
clonality occurring in different age-patches. Patch age explains 0.9% of the variation found within
fixed plots. The distance between the river and the fixed plot did not play much of a role as
distance explained 0.2% of the variation. Plot surface height explained the second highest
amount of the variation (4.2%) that occurred even though it was not a significant association.
These seven variables (density, sand%, silt%, sediment depth, age-patch, plot distance to rivers
edge, and plot surface height) when combined in a model, explained 16% (R2 = 0.16) of the
variation found in clonality within fixed plots (Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.5. An individual example of a fixed plot within a 151 -year old age-patch. All three trees
are the same genotype, with the age of the stem next to it. This plot had an age range of 3 years,
but, consisted of one genet not three individual genets illustrating that age range even when
under 10 years can be from clonal recruitment not necessarily from seedling establishment.
Probability of a second genotype to occur by chance within this plot was 9.7x1 O'5.
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Figure 4.6. The frequency and range of ramet ages that occurred within clonal groups in fixed
plots separated into age-classes. The actual stem ages were grouped into ten year brackets and
the age of the oldest ramet within the clonal group was used to group it within age-classes of 25
year width brackets. Age brackets are graphed at center point of 10 year bracket, for example 110 year bracket is graphed at 5 and 11 -20 year bracket is graphed at 15. Frequency was the
probability computed as the count divided by the total frequency of each age class.
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Figure 4.7. The frequency and range of ramet ages that occurred within clonal groups in fixed
plots. The actual stem ages were grouped into ten year brackets and the age of the oldest ramet
within the clonal group was used to group it within age-classes of 25 year width brackets. Age
brackets are graphed at center point of 10 year brackets, for example 1-10 year bracket is
graphed at 5 and 11-20 year bracket is graphed at 15.
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Figure 4.8. The frequency and range of ramet ages that occurred within clonal groups separated
into age-classes. The actual stem ages were grouped into ten year brackets and the age of the
oldest ramet within the clonal group was used to group it within age-classes of 25 year width
bracket and a 50 year bracket. Age brackets are graphed at center point of 10 year bracket, for
example 1-10 year bracket is graphed at 5 and 11-20 year bracket is graphed at 15. There were
no oldest ramets within the 151 to 175 age class.
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Table 4.1. Percentage of clones found within fixed plots and across individual age-patches. The
column '# of stems sampled’ = number of stems sampled within each age-patch including the
number of stems in the fixed plots within the age-patch. 100% clonality = 1, 0% = no clonality
Mean ageAge-Patch
Stratum
Plot
Clonality
# of genotypes
# of stems
within plot
patch clonality
within age-patch
and Site
sampled
age
WGB 19
1
0.00
0.57
91
39
126
2
0.50
3
1.00
14
0.96
4
1.00
1.00
4
11
268
0.62
5
0.60
12
23
139
6
1.00
7
74
7
0.60
0.83
15
8
0.50
0.50
10
16
70
9
0.22
1.00
10
16
50
1.00
0.50
27
110
10
5
27
11
0.93
1.00
6
50
12
0.67
1.00
5
13
65
22
87
13
0.33
0.75
12
CWGB 6
1
1.00
1.00
2
9
54
2
0.75
0.83
6
14
66
3
0.54
1.00
11
27
43
4
1.00
1-within plot
2
143
27
5
1.00
0.86
10
123
CCT 31
1
1.00
0.80
10
27
94
3
0.83
0.77
19
2
5-within plot
30

Table 4.2. Correlation between the extent of clonality within fixed plots and eight variables,
Pearson correlation (Pearson Corr.) was used with a two-tailed significance (Sig.). Distance to
Clonality

Density

Sediment Sand
Depth
Pearson Corr.
0.245*
0.082
-0.109
0.504
0.378
0.032
Siq. (2-tailed)
n
77
69
67
* = Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

Clay
-0.035
0.776
67

Silt
0.116
0.351
67

Agepatch
0.093
0.420
77

Distance to
rivers edge
0.044
0.703
76
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Surface
height
0.205
0.82
73

Table 4.3. Univariate analysis of variance for covariates; stem density (Density), sand, silt,
sediment depth, the age-patch age (Age-patch), plot distance from the rivers edge (Dist_Edge),
and plot surface height (PI_Elev.). Density is significant at the 0.05 level.
Dependent Variable: Measure of Clonality
Type III Sum
df
Mean
Source
of Squares
Square
7
Corrected Model
0.849
0.121
3.859E-02
1
Intercept
3.859E-02
1
Density
0.375
0.375
1.296E-02
1
1.296E-02
Sand
1.420E-03
1
Silt
1.420E-03
5.937E-02
1
5.937E-02
Sediment depth
3.885E-02
1
3.885E-02
Age-patch
8.297E-03
1
8.297E-03
Dist Edge
PI Elev.
0.104
1
0.104
7.574E-02
Error
4.469
59
37.522
67
Total
5.318
66
Corrected Total
R Squared = 0.160 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.060).

F

Sig.

1.601
0.510
4.948
0.171
0.019
0.784
0.513
0.110
1.367

0.153
0.478
0.030
0.681
0.892
0.380
0.477
0.742
0.247
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Slope
Parameter (B)
0.62900
0.01642
-0.38000
-0.12400
0.08054
0.00047
0.00019
0.04228

Discussion
Extent of Clonality
This investigation was prompted by the uneven age structure found for the study reach
along the upper Yellowstone River from Gardiner to Springdale, Montana. One explanation was
that clonal recruitment was responsible for the spread in tree ages found within fixed plots and
within patches with establishment times much older than some of the trees found there. Also, the
lack of an association between flood discharges and tree recruitment suggested that clonal
recruitment may be occurring along with seedling establishment. The hypothesis was that clonal
recruitment was responsible for both uneven ages within age-patches and recruitment occurring
in most years; therefore, I investigated the extent of clonal recruitment within all age class stands
of P. angustifolia.
With over 71% of the recruitment due to clonal recruitment through root suckering,
branch fragments, and burial of flood-trained saplings, clonal recruitment is very important to this
study reach. Stem sprouts are another form of clonal recruitment. There were many stem
sprouts that resulted in mature trees along the study reach, but once they are mature trees it is
impossible to tell if the decapitation was the result of beaver activity or flood events. While
including this form of clonality would have increased the amount of clonality overall, it would be
adding beaver activity to the analysis and a survey of beaver activity was not undertaken,
therefore, this form of clonality was not included in this analysis.
The study reach was broken into four different strata because of differences in channel
morphology. While there was no significant difference in clonality between strata (P = 0.469),
CCT stratum had the highest percentage of clonality (85%). The CCT stratum is the highest
gradient of the four strata with the largest cobble substrate, the highest elevation of the study
reach, and very low sinuosity. Samuelson and Rood (2004) reported similar findings; they found
that clonal processes were more important for cottonwood recruitment of P. trichocarpa in the
montane ecoregion where streams have a high gradient and low sinuosity compared to parkland
and prairie ecoregions. I speculate that the coarser substrate texture of CCT stratum, higher
gradient, and lower sinuosity compared to the other strata would probably be less favorable for
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seedling establishment as there were smaller nursery sites located at lower heights above base
flow where seedling would be susceptible to flood erosion and ice scour in subsequent years.
The coarse substrate and high gradient would favor clonal recruitment through physical injury or
disturbance that would easily occur during peak flows (Maini 1967, Dickmann and Stuart 1983,
Peterson et al. 1995, Hughes 2003).
Clonal Stand Structure
The spread in ages found within fixed plots was from clonal expansion (Figure 4.4).
However, even the relatively even-aged stands were composed of clonal groups. While initial
stand establishment was probably from seedling origin because of the poly-clonal nature of the
stands (Weber and Stettler 1981, Cheiiak and Dancik 1982, Comtois et al. 1986, Tuskan et al.
1996), clonal establishment occurs at the same time and for many years after initial
establishment. There was no relationship found between amount of clonality and patch-age (P =
0.477). Barsoum (2002) documented sexual and asexual recruitment occurring at the same time
following flood events for P. nigra along the Drome River in France but could not say how much
clonality was present in the mature stands. Additionally, Comtois et al. (1986) found that clonal
distribution was not related to stand age for P. balsamifera, because mature ramets within mature
stands were from clonal recruitment. Unlike previous studies that sampled only new recruits and
or saplings (Rood et al. 1994, Barsoum 2002) and could not infer the clonal extent in mature
stands because some recruitment would not make it to maturity, my study sampled mature
stands. The majority of the clonal recruitment recorded in this study arose from mature ramets
(Figure 4.3 and 4.5 to 4.8).
When new recruits occur in a mature stand, the initial amounts of ramets will be reduced
but this reduction in number of ramets would not change clonality. For example, I identified 5
clonal recruitment events within one plot (Figure 4.3), assuming that the oldest tree is the ortet,
and lumping 91 year old stems with the 94 year old stem as it could be an aging artifact. The first
event occurred when the ortet or the ramet (unknown if the oldest tree is the ortet as it occurred
within a 226 year old age-patch), was 44 years old, the second, at 65 years , the third at 77 years,
and the last at 128 years. The group of four ramets under age 10 will probably thin to one or two,
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but clonality (1 -[(G-1 )/N-1)]) will be 1 (100%) regardless. Hypothetically, by the time one of the
10-year-old ramets reaches 138 years, the chances of the present 138 year old stem still being
alive are low and it may be gone from the landscape. If the present 61 year old stem in the plot is
the oldest survivor, it will appear to be the original ortet. Therefore, it is hard to say where in time
the present-day plot “snapshot” should be placed. Nonrandom sampling may have helped by
placing plots so that the oldest trees defining the age-patch were within the plot. However, a
fixed plot in WGB 26 had a 295 year old tree that defined the age-patch age, with one ramet 133
years, two ramets 123 years, and one ramet 50 years old. Additionally, the groups of three
sampling of the two nearest neighbors to the age delineation trees found 100 % clonality in agepatches over 200 years and the ramets were not new recruits (<10 years), rather they were
mature trees.
Most clonal groups had multiple recruitment events which resulted in mature stands of
mixed age stems (Figures 4.6, 4.7, & 4.8). The youngest age-class (1 to 25 years), had the
lowest number of recruitment events because of the young age. Plots on average had six clonal
events for each stratum sampled. These multiple successful clonal events were responsible for
the wide range of ages that occurred within fixed plots.
The lone plot that had only one recruitment event (35 year maximum age, with < 10 year
ramets) was likely a sampling anomaly. Trees within 50 m of this plot ranged in age from 95 to
175 years, and the plot was on a high surface (7.8 m above base flow) in a 287-year old age
patch. As all other fixed plots showed multiple recruitment events, this plot missed events that
probably occurred in this age patch.
When even-age ramets occurred within plots (or a few year differences which may be
due to coring at ground level for older trees) (Figure 4.5), it may be an indication of different
clonal processes. One possible reason is that they are root suckers resulting from physically
damaged adventitious roots during flood flows and/or inundation initiation of a number of shoots
at the same time. Another possibility is that they originated from a branch fragm ent that
successfully established a number of trees. A third possibility is that the stems originated from
buried flood-trained saplings producing a number of trees (Everitt 1968). Beaver are a likely
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factor as well due to beaver-cut stems that were originally from seed. Similar even-age clonal
stands have been reported. Roberts (1999) found 73% clonal recruitment (using 1-(G/N) formula
underestimates clonality) for young saplings on an even-age-point bar that visually appeared
similar to arcuate banding patterns attributed to seedling recruitment.
A number of studies have reported cottonwood genets covering distances from 36 to over
300 m (Krasny et al. 1988, Roberts 1999, DiFazio 2002). Root suckering is the form of clonal
recruitment associated with these recorded long distances (Krasny et al. 1988, Brodie et al. 1995,
Fay et al. 1999, Roberts 1999). In order to assess long distance clonality with a high degree of
certainty, additional markers would need to be run on samples from this study. Roberts (1999)
set a = 0.05 to discriminate between genetic individuals. My level was much lower than that with
an average of 0.000883 of having the identical genotype occur by chance. Even with this low
probability I did not discriminate between identical genetic individuals if they occurred outside of
the fixed plot or outside the groups of three. I decided to be ultra conservative in assigning
clones using two markers even though there is a high degree of probability that these are clones I
did not include them as clones in this analysis. With two more markers I would have a much
higher probability (genotype frequencies > 1.0x1 O'10) and therefore the confidence in identifying
clones 20 m or more apart. However, I observed at a number of sites, known root suckers
(through excavation), up to 150 m away from the nearest cottonwood tree. These excavated root
suckers were not within the randomly chosen sites for DNA analysis. W hile only identical
genotypes that occurred within fixed plots were assigned clone status or identical genotypes
within the groups of three, I did find nine possible identical genotypes at 20 m to 135 m apart.
This suggests that the genet size is considerably larger than the 100 m2 samples and further
investigation with additional markers could determine genet size for P. angustifolia along the
upper Yellowstone River.
Branch fragment propagation is a dispersal form of clonal reproduction. Rood et al.
(2003) found that branch propagation was common for P. balsamifera and P. trichocarpa but less
common for P. angustifolia in western North America. Barsoum (2002) reported that branch
propagation was the most common form of clonal recruitment found in new recruitment zones for
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P. nigra using excavation for identification. Legionnet et al. (1997) also found branch propagation
in stands of P. nigra with the use of RFLPs (Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism), and 9
primers. Kranjcec et al. (1998) observed branch propagation in P. trichocarpa and P. balsamifera
along high-gradient mountain and intermountain streams in western North America. While I
never designated any identical genotypes that occurred outside fixed plots as clones, it is
interesting that three possible trees may have originated as branch fragments as the same
genotype was found at two different sites. The frequency analysis for the probability of the
second genotype happening through sexual recombination was small (2.8x10"4, 6.0x1 O'4 and
7.7x10‘4), but not small enough to be certain that it was from branch fragment dispersal because
they were not next to each other rather they were separated by 23 km to 68 km. Because the
punitive clones were found at different sites (> 23 km apart), they could be very close relatives
and not clones which is not likely when trees are close to each other as in the small fixed plots
used in this study. While it does not rule out that they may be branch fragment, two more
markers could resolve this.
Environmental Factors
Hydrology
The upper Yellowstone River study reach was characterized by a significant correlation
between ramet recruitment and annual peak discharge (P = .001). This suggests that clonal
propagation is an important process for this study reach. There was however one peak discharge
that was over the estimated ten-year-flood-return interval (1911) that did not have an association
with a large number of clones (Figure 4.10). This may be because seven years later the 1918
flood occurred. The large magnitude of the 1918 flood probably scoured and buried a lot of the
clonal recruitment from 1911 or earlier. Buried flood-trained saplings re-sprouting and coppice
growth from sheared off saplings in 1918 would be associated with the 1918 flood event even if
their initial establishment occurred in 1911. Clonal recruitment is not only restricted to the high
flow events rather it appears to occur in most years. That is probably why it only explains 11 % of
the variation. However, larger flood events do result in larger clonal recruitment events with a
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large amount of clones associated with the 1997 flood event. The amount of shoots established
on new deposits from the 1997 event will naturally thin out as the stands mature.
Some of the clonal establishment not associated with large flood events may be from
inundation initiation of clonal recruitment. Lower frequency flood events will inundate many flood
plain terraces without causing any physical damage to adventitious roots. A past study has found
that inundation is enough to initiate clonal recruitment in P. trichocarpa and it appears to also
initiate clonal recruitment of P. angustifolia (Polzin 1998). Moisture levels have been found to
affect root suckering as well. Stromberg and Patten (1989) found that during a 40 year period of
dewatering of Rush Creek in the eastern Sierras P. trichocarpa barely survived until a perennial
flow was reestablished which quickly reestablished cottonwood stands through root sprouting.
Clonal Diversity
Identifying possible factors correlated to clonal recruitment in the natural setting is
problematic. One of the main problems is that clone identification by genotype does not give you
any information of the origin of the ramets sampled i.e. is one of the ramets the original ortet from
seedling recruitment because it is the oldest ramet sampled, or is the original ortet gone. There is
no way of telling if a mature tree too large to excavate is a ramet or the ortet. Limited sampling
area further complicates the assignment of ramet origin as it is unknown if the original ortet based
on age, was captured within the fixed plot.
Density was found to be a significant (P = 0.03, table 4.3) factor in association with
amount of clonality. As stands age they tend to have lower densities as the canopy closes and
naturally thins outs. However, if this was the only cause, then patch age should also have a
significant correlation but it did not (Table 4.2), even though density was correlated to age-patch
age (r = -0.322, P = 0.004). Because clonal recruitment occurs many times through the life of the
ortet, clonal recruitment is occurring even though only one or two stems or many survive from
each clonal recruitment event.
The significant density correlation (Table 4.2) may be partly due to the formula used to
measure clonality (formula 2). While monoclonal plots would not be affected by density,
polyclonal plots would. For example, a plot with 3 genotypes and 15 stems would have 0.86
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measure of clonality while a plot with 3 genotypes and 6 stems would have 0.60 clonality. Each
plot had 3 clonal genets but the different densities changed the clonality so that lower total stem
density lowered clonality. This would be more meaningful if the whole genet was captured within
the fixed plot. It is not known if the three pairs of genets were actually parts of much larger
genets or if those genotypes are not as prolific clonaly as another genotype with 5 ramets.
Plot surface elevation above low flow did not have a significant association with clonality
(P = 0.247). Surface elevation of the flood plain increases with age (chapter 2). The longer since
cottonwood colonization occurred, the longer the period for clonal recruitment to occur. However,
the older and higher the flood plain becomes, the higher the flood discharge needs to be to reach
the flood plain. High discharge does not happen as frequently as lower discharge flood events
(Figure 4.9). This resulted in clonal events that were closer together in age when the stand was
young and as the flood plain increased in age only larger flood events initiated clonal recruitment
thereby, increasing the spread between ramet ages. This resulted in sim ilar measures of
clonality regardless of the plot surface, only the numbers of clonal recruitment events were
different.
Peak flood discharge is associated with the amount of clonal recruitment (Figure 4.10).
Some of this recruitment is associated with damage to adventitious roots resulting in root
suckering that occurred in many places over a hundred years ago so no visual conformation is
left, and burial of branch fragments and flood trained saplings, this does not account for the
recruitment following the 1997 flood that occurred in mature stands at the back of the flood plain
furthest from the river and at higher elevations than younger stands. The power of the 1997 flood
waters once it left the banks and were high enough to reach the highest terraces would have very
little stream power left. Yet, being inundated with flood water was enough to promote root
suckering. The density of the young sprouts will be reduced in time, but the record of mature
ramets suggests that a few will make it adding another clonal event to the range already existing
in the older mature stands.
Neither soil texture nor the depth of sediment had a significant association (Table 4.3).
This was not surprising as the strata with the highest clonality (CCT) had very few sites with fine
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sediment deposits. Rather the majority of the age-patches were on course cobble; even the 94
year old age-patch only had 0.65 m of fine sediment deposition.
Plot distance from the river was also measured. I thought that young stands, which are
closer to the river and predominantly seedling origin, would have lower levels of clonality.
Additionally, looking at a reversed scenario, if clonal recruitment did occur when the stand was
close to the river but, ramets did not survive to maturity, then as the stand aged and got
progressively further from the river as the channel migrates, clonality would be very low in mature
stands and high when close to the rivers edge. However, no significant association between
clonality and distance to the rivers edge was found (P = 0.742, B = 0.00019, Table 4.3). Nor was
there a correlation between age-patch and distance from the rivers edge (r = 0.060, P = 0.604),
meaning that you would be just as likely to find an old stand next to the river as a young stand
with similar clonal levels. Multiplication of ramets benefit the clone, because the risk of genet
extinction is spread among a number of ramets, each capable of suffering independent mortality
which means that a genotype represented by the ramets and the ortet may be potentially
immortal (Cook 1985, Sackville Hamilton et al. 1987, Fischer and Kleunen 2002), while a seedling
origin tree that does not produce ramets does not have this potential. Therefore, even though
total density decreased with age, clonality did not. Ramets do not die out leaving just seedling
origin trees. Multiple clonal recruitment ranging in age from less than 10 years to 300 years
occurs along the upper Yellowstone River (Tables 4.3, 4.5 to 4.8), demonstrating that the lower
density related to older stands does not represent the loss of all ramets leaving only seedling
origin trees or all trees would be the same age within the old stands and no clonality would be
found.
The plot variables measured with this study did not shed much information on possible
ecological associations of clonality. Soil texture and depth, ag e of the stand, distance to the

rivers edge, and elevation were not related to clonality. Density was related, but it was not an
important variable when considering using clonal recruitment for restoration efforts. I do not know
if clonality affects density or if density affects clonality, both may be happening at the same time,
as the density declines there is enough of a break in the canopy that clones establish which
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brings the density level back up. However, hydrology does play an important role in the extent of
clonality, both in the initial recruitment within newly formed seedling beds and within established
stands. Additionally, it was found that extreme flood events initiate more clonal recruitment, but
low flows also initiate clonal recruitment at lesser amounts.
Implications for Riparian Management
Declines in riparian cottonwood forests resulting from human impacts like flow
management, agricultural clearing, and cattle grazing have been well documented (Rood and
Mahoney 1990, Braatne et al. 1996, Samuelson and Rood 2004). Conservation and restoration
projects presently focus on seedling recruitment and would benefit from a more complete
understanding of cottonwood reproductive ecology. It is likely that cottonwood reproduction
processes vary across species, sections, ecoregions, and within species (Rood et al. 1994,
Samuelson and Rood 2004). Clonal reproductive process may be associated with several
different sources of disturbance. However, a reduction in the number of clones below dams built
for flood control (McKay 1996, Polzin 1998) suggests that large floods are important for clonal
propagation. This study found clonal recruitment occurred in most years; however a significant
increase in the amount of clones established following large flood events suggests that these
infrequent higher flow events are important to clonal extent. Flow management could encourage
both seedling recruitment and clonal propagation. For degraded riparian woodland on flow
controlled streams that can not include larger floods at low frequency, lower flood flows that
would not stimulate seedling recruitment may stimulate clonal recruitment by inundating low lying
flood plains. Additionally, management programs might also be supplemented by other methods
such as artificial scarification of roots to encourage clonal propagation. Further studies into clonal
recruitment would also help to build a better understanding of the clonal processes for all
cottonwood species and ecoregions which would benefit conservation and restoration projects.

The ability of P. angustifolia to reproduce both sexually and asexually can be seen as a means of
spreading out the risk of establishment failure to safeguard against local population extinction.
Other species of Populus may be utilizing both forms of reproduction at similar levels as well.
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Studying the amount of successful clonal recruitment that results in mature trees would be
beneficial to all systems under management.
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